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Nice Day, 
for a White
Wedding

Welcome 
to weddings 

from The Nanjinger





Introducing some of our contributors, 
writers and editors

Jochen Schultz has more than 10 years´proven management experiences at inter-
national training and universities. He has a deep knowledge in professional train-
ings, personnel and organizational Development and developing relationships 
with clients from all over the world. He is now the Managing Director in China for 
a German Training & Consultancy Company.
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Rick Staff is from the UK and has 20 years cumulative experience as a wine trader, 
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prior to moving to Nanjing in 2008.
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Our Editor and Music Critic, Frank Hossack, has been a radio host and producer 
for the past 25 years, in the process winning four New York Festivals awards for 
his work, in the categories Best Top 40 Format, Best Editing, Best Director and Best 
Culture & The Arts.
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freelance writer online, and has started his own life coaching business helping 
people all around the world.
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Simon Northcott has 25 years manufacturing experience; ranging from MNCs to his 
own business, from Pipelines, Valves and Tobacco to Bottling, with the last 12 years 
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MBA and 10 years in the oil industry. He is now resident in Nanjing.
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The Gavel

Disclaimer:  This article is intended solely for informational purposes and does not constitute legal advice. Although the information 
LQ�WKLV�DUWLFOH�ZDV�REWDLQHG�IURP�UHOLDEOH�RIÀFLDO�VRXUFHV��QR�JXDUDQWHH�LV�PDGH�ZLWK�UHJDUG�WR�LWV�DFFXUDF\�DQG�FRPSOHWHQHVV�

Chinese Capital Investment

As long ago as May 2010, the State Council issued the Opinions on Encouraging and Guiding the Healthy Develop-
ment of Private Investment (Guo Fa [2010] No.13) to encourage private capital investment abroad. In order to facilitate 
overseas investments and simplify foreign exchange control policies for outbound investment by Chinese enterprises, 
the PRC State Administration of Foreign Exchange (SAFE) released the Circular of State Administration of Foreign 
Exchange on Issues concerning Foreign Exchange Control in Relation to Encouraging and Guiding the Healthy Devel-
RSPHQW�RI�3ULYDWH�,QYHVWPHQW��+XL�)D�>����@�1R������WKH�´&LUFXODUµ���1RZ��D�QHZ�&LUFXODU�VLPSOLÀHV�WKH�UHJXODWLRQ�
processes for the remittance of foreign direct investment capital as well as offshore loans granted by domestic enter-
prises and relaxes the administration of external security provided by individuals. The Circular promulgated by SAFE 
came into force on 1st July, 2012 with the following provisions. 

Simplify the management of overseas direct investment funds
Before this Circular was issued, domestic enterprises were required to register outbound investment reduction or the 
withdrawal of such outbound investment before they could remit any funds back to China. Now, such direct investment 
IXQGV��DV�GHÀQHG�E\�WKH�GLIIHUHQFH�EHWZHHQ�WKH�GRPHVWLF�HQWHUSULVH·V�WRWDO�LQYHVWPHQW�DQG�LWV�UHJLVWHUHG�FDSLWDO��PD\�EH�
remitted back to domestic territorries without registration of capital reduction or divestment as long as such funds have 
been registered with the local foreign exchange bureau.

Removal of restrictions on funding of outbound lending
7KH�QHZ�&LUFXODU�KDV�DOVR�UHPRYHG�WKH�YHULÀFDWLRQ�UHTXLUHPHQWV�IRU�SXUFKDVLQJ�IRUHLJQ�FXUUHQF\�WR�EH�XVHG�IRU�RXW-
bound lending and fund repatriation from overseas. After the completion of the relevant registration formalities, domes-
tic enterprises may receive or make payments through a special account for offshore loans opened with the bank having 
foreign exchange business. These loans must be within the offshore loan quota approved by SAFE. 

Permission of providing external security by individuals
,Q�WKH�SDVW��LQGLYLGXDOV�ZHUH�QRW�SHUPLWWHG�WR�SURYLGH�ÀQDQFLDO�DVVXUDQFHV�RQ�EHKDOI�RI�D�IRUHLJQ�HQWLW\��+RZHYHU��XQGHU�
the new Circular, an individual in China may act as co-guarantor with a Chinese company to provide a guarantee, a 
PRUWJDJH��D�SOHGJH��RU�RWKHU�OHJLWLPDWH�PHDQV�SHUPLWWHG�XQGHU�WKH�35&�6HFXULW\�/DZ�FRQQHFWHG�WR�ÀQDQFLQJ�SURYLGHG�
by a foreign lender to an offshore company.  However, the individual is only allowed to do so if an external guarantee 
is also provided by a Chinese company. In other words, foreign lenders now require the individual owners of private 
companies to provide security for the loans taken out by offshore enterprises.

Such individuals must entrust the domestic enterprise providing the corporate external guarantees with applying for the 
LQGLYLGXDO�H[WHUQDO�VHFXULW\�DW�WKH�FRPSDQ\·V�ORFDO�EXUHDX�RI�6$)(���,I�6$)(�DSSURYHV�WKH�H[WHUQDO�VHFXULW\�SURYLGHG�
by said Chinese company, SAFE may register the individual external guarantee together with the external security pro-
YLGHG�E\�WKH�FRPSDQ\��0HDQZKLOH��6$)(�ZLOO�QRW�YHULI\�WKH�WHUPV�RI�WKH�LQGLYLGXDO�VHFXULW\��VXFK�DV�WKH�TXDOLÀFDWLRQV�
of the individual, the manner of security, or the scope of the secured assets. 

Regulations Encourage Setting Up Shop Abroad
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          here are currently in excess of 12 million weddings a year in China. While no one 

knows for sure, it is likely that these together generate in the region of half a trillion 

renminbi. If so, the Chinese wedding industry has surpassed even that of the USA. For as 

brides to be in many other countries seek ways to economize on their big day, behind 

XLI�+VIEX�;EPP�MX�MW�EPP�EFSYX�LEZMRK�MX��ERH�¾EYRXMRK�MX�

One reason for the wedding industry’s explosive growth of late stems from the govern-

ment’s decision to remove restrictions on locations where weddings could be staged. 

The Nanjinger was recently invited to the distinctly surreal “Wedding Show” held at 

Fraser Suites, in which fresh from his performance a magician got down on one knee 

and proposed to his bride to be (it appeared real), one who moments before had been 

modeling wedding gowns down the catwalk. This was followed by the celebrity boss of a 

prominent local wedding photography company playing the saxophone and a cutie in an 

evening leopard skin number singing a cabaret (and somewhat throaty) version of “Can 

Take My Eyes Off You”. What on earth could all this have common? 

%�WIMWQMG�WLMJX�LEW�SGGYVVIH�XLI�FVMHIW�ERH�KVSSQW�XS�FI�[LS�PMZI�MR�XLI�½VWX�ERH�WIG-

ond tier cities of China’s eastern seaboard, as they seek a more western style ceremony, 

with less focus on face and more on individuality. The Wedding Show’s means to an end 

was a bringing together of industry suppliers, all of whom donated their services free 

of charge. In other words, they were just showing off to each other. No doubt business 

ties were also forged, in efforts to not only cash in, but also to merely keep up with the 

ever-changing and demanding needs of young brides.

By Frank Hossack
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One of the biggest developments of recent years has been a scaling down (physically) of 

the Chinese wedding. This means not so much of the traditional banquet with as many 

as 1,000 guests, and more creativity; to keep things simple many younger couples opt for 

weddings in the 200 guest range. This is great news for places such as Fraser Suites in 

Nanjing, who do not have the facilities to handle larger traditional weddings. 

=IX�XLMW�TEPIW�MRXS�MRWMKRM½GERGI�FIWMHI�XLI�'LMRE�-RXIVREXMSREP�;IHHMRK�)\TS��LIPH�MR�

Shanghai each March since 2005 and covering every conceivable aspect of the couple’s 

big day. Away from the dresses, photo studios, and 88 course banquet menus, it’s not all 

KPEQSYV��1YGL�SJ�E�QSHIVR�[IHHMRK�PMIW�MR�XLI�HIXEMPW��EW�HS�XLI�TVS½XW�ERH�XLI�PMZIPM-

hood of many on the wedding periphery.

China is not dissimilar to other countries in so much that its wedding industry is a play-

ground for small local innovative companies of which there is no one dominate player. 

The nature of weddings makes them heavily reliant on local suppliers; everything from 

reception catering and place settings to wedding favours and stag nights can likely be 

sourced at a cheaper price by insider locals who know the territory and have the neces-

sary contacts. Du Xiaoyan is a Nanjing local who runs Jiaren, producing, among other 

household items, made to order bedding for the Chinese wedding industry.

To a European, beds need to be comfortable (and possibly healthy). Here in China beds 

need to be... lucky. 

Couples will spend another small fortune on their wedding bedding; 
fortuitous it being to have bed sheets in gaudy red decorated 
with the character Baizi Tu.

Ms. Du says her wedding related business this year will account for 12.5% of her com-

TER] Ẃ�VIZIRYI��E�RYQFIV�[LMGL�LEW�]IEV�SR�]IEV�MRGVIEWIH�WMKRM½GERXP]�XLVSYKLSYX�LIV�

12 years of trading. She is also quick to spot trends, and be responsive thereto.

“Wedding items have become more retro, more comfortable, and they are also very 

green. Recently, the main products we developed are made of linen and silk”, observes Du.
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With the focus of the modern wedding in China shifting 

to the more personable, companies that provide wed-

ding planning services are jostling to be the most creative. 

Themselves a couple, Yu Wei and Zhang Li have operated 

their own company, Little Fish Workshop for the last 11 

years. From their little workshop in south Nanjing, they 

enjoy their golden months at this time of year when Chi-

nese couples tie the knot, designing every aspect of their 

clients’ weddings through the provision of many custom-

made and imaginative items such as mugs, badges, paper 

EVX�ERH�¾SVMGYPXYVI�

Then there comes the dress. Some brides opt for the 

traditional qipao, others are choosing the more western 

idea of buying a dress instead of renting, color for some is 

more important and so not 

only red, but also ivory and 

more is called for. No matter, 

for the Chinese bride will on 

average change dresses four 

times during her joyous day. 

Yu Wei reveals that the aver-

age per-bride spend on wed-

ding dresses in Nanjing is 

between ¥2,000 and ¥5,000. 

“More and more people like 

tailor-made wedding gowns, 

and they want to add some 

related elements of their 

themed wedding to the 

dress design, and therefore 

that design should be in their own style.

“More and more couples attach importance to 
their wedding dress, and couples will accept the 
private customization service gradually”, 
Yu predicts of the future.

=IX�MW�RSX�NYWX�XLI�PMXXPI�PSGEP�½VQW�[LS�Z]MRK�JSV�E�WPMGI�

of the proverbial cake; the sheer size of the Chinese 

wedding industry not having escaped the notice of for-

eign entrepreneurs. Just one such example is Weddings 

&IEYXMJYP�'LMRE�� E�:MVKMRME� �97%�½VQ�XLEX� WTIGMEPM^IW� MR�

training wedding planners. Weddings by Ling, the “Chinese 

partner” in the joint venture, is itself an American-owned 

boutique founded by “celebrity wedding planner Lin Ying” 

that “caters to today’s modern, elegant and chic brides 

living in China”.

Raul Vasquez, president of the joint venture, says, “With 

the fast economic development in China, consumers are 

choosing more unique and personalized weddings, giving 

a boost to the wedding industry in China”.

So while the industry here in China is exploding, by com-

parison to many western countries, putting on a wed-

ding here remains relatively cheap. So much so that, with 

the US economy in the doldrums, American brides to be 

are ordering their wedding gowns online from EBay in 

China, spending only a couple of hundred bucks in the 

process. If only they knew about taobao.com and               
alibaba.com they would save themselves even 
more where on the latter wedding dresses start 
at as little as US$44.

Rachel is a British,  Nanjing based freelance blogger/de-

signer for www.noviamor.co.uk, a Chinese wedding brand 

who designs and makes stylish but affordable wedding 

dresses. Currently blogging and designing for the UK, 

Rachel also has plans to break into the Chinese design 

market very soon.

Now that major European high street retailers such as 

Top Shop and Monsoon have launched their own ranges 

of online wedding dresses, that are in all likelihood made 

in the very same factory as start-ups such as that for 

whom Rachel works, the line between “made in China” 

and “made somewhere” is more blurred than ever. As a 

result, Rachel reasons, “I’m here to give credibility, to help 

repair a somewhat tarnished reputation for the whole 

‘made in China’ concept.
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She says, “The wedding industry is amazingly vast with 

so much advice and links out there; it’s now  just about 

helping the British bride bring all these items together 

to help them accomplish the wedding of their dreams”.

“The Chinese are so Bling, bling, wow, 
OTT with their dress sense; the com-
plete opposite to the European and 
US market right now, which is returning 
to a more minimalist, traditional lace 
styled design.

“When it comes to fabric and workmanship, there is 

absolutely no issue with Chinese standards, however 

it’s with the minor details that the Chinese struggle, 

such as presentation, when the design and samples are 

WIRX�SYX�XS�XLI�GPMIRXW��-�GEVI�E�PSX�EFSYX�XLI�½VWX�MQ-

pression; it gives the product more of a lasting impact.”

Another way to save money on your wedding is to 

get as far away as possible from those irritating guests, 

with their habits of relieving one of as much expensive 

alcohol as possible. Extraordinary Wedding Destina-

XMSRW�MW�E�97�SYX½X�XLEX�WTIGMEPMWIW�MR�WIRHMRK�GSYTPIW�

to, among other places, China for their weddings. An 

%&'�LIVWIPJ��*E]I�<YER��XLI�½VQ Ẃ�VIKMSREP�GSSVHMRE-

tor for China, explains two main types of people are 

attracted to having their wedding in China.

±8LI�½VWX�MW�XLEX�XLI]�LEZI�VSSXW�MR�'LMRE��JSV�I\EQTPI�

one of the parents of the groom or the bride is Chi-

nese, or they’re second generation Chinese-American. 

The second group tends to be that kind of individual 

that craves that exotic or one of a kind wedding ex-

perience, so someone who thinks outside the box.”
 

The escalating size of the wedding industry in China 

certainly shows no signs of abating. The one-off na-

ture of weddings plus the Chinese face factor together 

make for ventures of unlimited commercial potential. 

Yet virtually the entire human race would be united in 

the desire to make every effort possible to ensure that 

a bringing together of two individuals in a lifelong bond 

be an event of the most memorable proportions. And 

why not? China, for now at least, has the resources to 

make it happen.
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edding traditions have and will continue to evolve over the years, 
varying from region to region, country to country.  Unique and en-
chanting wedding traditions around the world are a re!ection of the 
past. The exquisite etiquette and elaborate arrangements that mani-

fest China’s abundant culture and rich history are perhaps typi"ed by the kind 
of marital union that would have occurred in a wealthy family during the Qing 
Dynasty from the late 16th Century until the end of the 19th Century. 

Prior to China’s liberation (1949) from the yoke of feudalism, every 
marriage was required to adhere to the overriding rule of “fu mu 
zhi ming, mei shuo zhi yan” (parents’ commands and matchmak-
ers’ words) and follow the principle “meng dang hu dui” (the cou-
ple of the same class). Liberal romance and marriage was frowned 
upon by conservative people and led to many love-struck couples 
either eloping or doing a Romeo and Juliet.  Elders cherished a 
conviction passed on from generation to generation; “Marriage is 

for continuing the ancestral line 
and creating alliances between 
families, thus the duty is too 
important to be left in the rash 
hands of the young”. Young-
sters were puppets, treated 
like pawns, without freedom or 
rights, constrained by feudalism 
and unable to savour the nectar 
of happiness. 
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The bride takes a new pair of chopsticks and embroi-
dered shoes with her, indicating the start of her new 
life in a new home that would remain so for the rest of 
her life. With butter!ies in her stomach and a mixture 
of emotions rising in her heart, she sits quietly alone 

The matchmaker (normally female) played a leading 
role in every marriage, acting as a bu#er between the 
two parties, picking the potential nubile candidates and 
undergoing betrothal negotiations, during which her 
witty tongue was crucial to the parental decisions of 
both parties. The names, birthdays and horoscopes of 
the selected couple were presented to fortunetellers or 
astrological experts; after the go-between’s recommen-
dation and fortuneteller’s con"rmation, it would some-
times be arranged for the young man and woman to 
meet in the presence of their parents, but in most cases, 
their "rst meeting only occurred on the wedding day. 
On such a "rst visit of the groom-to-be to his future 
wife’s home, he was required to present betrothal gifts 
(money, jewelry or valuable antiques) to his future in-
laws and the value of these were perceived as a re!ec-
tion of his sincerity and commitment to the marriage. 
After accepting the gifts, the parents of the bride-to-be 
would sign an agreement to con"rm that the couple 
was engaged. Breach of this would result in the return of 
all gifts and often severe compensation from the man’s 
family. After referring to a Chinese almanac, both par-
ties settled on a propitious date and began thorough 
preparations. 

Our ancestors abided by many auspicious beliefs, espe-
cially for a wedding referred to as “da xi zhi ri” (red-letter 
day). A strict Visual Identity system dictated the colours 
red or gold; de"nitely no black or white, reserved for fu-
nerals and other ominous events. On the night before 
the wedding, the bride-to-be stayed in her own home 
having her last dinner with her family as an unmarried 
woman while the groom-to-be slept with a virgin boy 
(which presaged that he would be blessed to have a 
son in the near future). In the bridal chamber, the newly 
made red quilted bed was adorned with “hong dou” 
(red beans), “hua sheng” (peanuts) and “gua zi” (melon 
seeds), often referred to as “zao sheng gui zi”, all sym-
bolizing the birth of a son, traditions that re!ect the 
deep-rooted concept of a son being the only suitable 
candidate to continue the family line.

The red-letter day arrives, and the groom, wearing 
a bright red gown with a big red satin-made !ower 
pinned on his chest, heads for the bride’s home over 
long consecutive waves of ear-splitting "recrackers, 

used to drive away evil spirits. As the groom arrives, "re-
crackers are set o# again to urge the guards behind the 
door to open up promptly. However they will not abide 
unless the groom is generous enough to slip a stu#ed 
red enveleope into each of their pockets. Meanwhile, 
the bride is waiting anxiously in her bedroom in a tai-
lor-made bright red mandarin gown embroidered with 
auspicious symbols; perhaps a phoenix, peony and an 
exquisite coronet. Her face, richly adorned with rouge 
and scarlet lip balm, is veiled in red satin. This traditional 
adornment is used to conceal the bride’s nervousness; 
the privilege of unveiling belongs exclusively to her 
husband. 

The groom is provided with dim sum upon entering 
the house. After a short time, and on a full stomach, he 
carries his bride out and "recrackers are lit once more. 
The bride’s parents follow, spreading a handful of rice 
and spilling a bowl of water behind the sedan chair, 

implying that just as the water and rice is gone 
for good, their daughter nominally is no longer 
counted as a part of the family; belonging for-
ever to another, even in death.
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in the sedan chair, recalling her dying girlhood, think-
ing of her secret love for the last time (often the bride 
loved another man) and enjoying her last moment of 
peace before starting a regimented life in an unknown 
place, while all around the beating of gongs and drums 
resound in her ears. 

Upon arriving at his house, the groom dismounts from 
the horse "rst and shoots a bow towards the sedan 
chair to dispel any unlucky omens encountered along 
the way. Holding her groom’s hand, the bride steps out 
of the sedan chair and, in another dispelling of ill will, is 
led to jump over a bowl of "re. The couple are invited to 
sit down to enjoy a dish of boiled glutinous balls with 
brown sugar that symbolize union and the wish to con-
ceive a son.
Soon the grand wedding ceremony begins. Escorted 
by her father, the bride enters the hall to the curious 
and complimentary gaze and sincere blessing of all in 
attendance. The groom takes his bride’s hand from her 
father, stands upright facing the Master of Ceremo-
nies and following his order the couple kowtows three 
times; "rst towards Heaven and Earth, next to their par-
ents and at last to each other. They now kneel down 
for a few moments, the bride behind the groom as an 
indication she rests in the palm of his hand; an implica-
tion of obedience. After serving tea to the senior family 
members and receiving their red envelopes, the couple 
"nally ties the knot. 

To the newly-weds, what follows is the most 
expectant and to some couples who had previ-
ously not met, a crucial moment that could bring 
about joy or tears, rapture or desperation. 
Sitting on the bridal bed decorated by red paper cut-
tings, the groom uses a measuring scale beam to unveil 
the bride, an action known in Chinese as “chen xin ru 
yi”. They cut a lock of each other’s hair and bind them 
together, signifying the unbreakable family bond and 
after drinking the wedlock wine, the couple go out to 
welcome and toast guests at the banquet. 
At night, guests rush to the bridal chamber where un-
folds a frenzied and exhilarating “nao dong fang” (wed-
ding horseplay). 

At the prompting of mischievous friends’, the couple 
act out a series of pranks, such as simultaneously biting 
the same apple. As bedtime approaches, guests shall 
be dismissed but the more playful will secretively stay 
outside to eavesdrop. The bride will not go to bed until 
the wedding candles have burnt out for fear of incurring 
bad luck. Should the unruly guests also escape with the 
groom’s clothes, the next morning he shall also need to 
slip them a red envelope to recover them. 

Fast forward to modern China where universal cus-
toms such as wearing red gowns and setting o# "re-
works are retained. Certain areas have also preserved 
their own traditions. In my hometown (Southern Jiang-
su province), the groom will eat a poached egg with ver-
micelli (implying fertility and longevity) upon entering 
the bride’s house whilst in Fujian province, a wedding 
banquet usually lasts for three days with dinners set in 
both homes. In Shanxi, crying during the marriage cer-
emony is expected; the folklore goes that if the bride 
cries on her wedding day, accompanied by her mother 
and sisters, they will be blessed with wealth and good 
fortune in the future. 

While modern Chinese weddings have in many ways 
copied the western format, the di#erences between 
them remain in!uenced by their distinctive culture and 
values. No matter where in the world it occurs, marriage 
is predominantly the joining of two individuals as a cou-
ple, with hope and expectation that two willing hearts 
be determined to stick together through thick and thin. 
While some may argue that the institution is outdated, 
time has not changed the wish of every young woman, 
Chinese or foreign; to walk down the aisle, or be carried 
in a red sedan chair, to her “zhen ming tian zi” (Mr Right). 
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he institution of mar-

riage is one of the many 

things that have been 

swept up in China’s fe-

rocious rate of change. 

Not too long ago, mar-

riage was an economic system of 

exchange between large families; 

arranged marriage was com-

monplace and practicality won 

out over romantic idealism. The 

transformation of China under 

Mao changed these ancient tra-

ditions: romance was instead en-

couraged, as arranged marriages 

and concubines were outlawed. 

The structure of the family, that 

KDG�IRU�VR�ORQJ�GH¿QHG�PDUULDJH��

was in turn later transformed by 

the one-child policy. 

Today, marriage in Chi-
na has in some ways 
returned to its (forgive 
the cynicism) purely 
economic status. A car 

and an apartment are commonly 

seen as essential purchases for 

the newly weds, with the man’s 

family providing accommodation 

and the woman’s providing a car. 

In a country that prizes security, 

WKH�QHHG�IRU�D�¿QDQFLDOO\�UHOLDEOH�

spouse is stronger than ever. Mar-

riage has also become something 

of a carnival attraction. Of the 

staple stories foreigners in China 

recount, that of the drunken, de-

bauched Chinese wedding is per-

haps the most persistently popu-

lar. Round after round of brutal 

baijiu shots, and tables of food 

that, quite simply, cannot pos-

VLEO\� EH� ¿QLVKHG��PDNH�PDUULDJH�

a common talking point amongst 

foreigners. Yet there are other 

ways in which Chinese marriage 

is tied up in the world at large.

The 2010 spate of 
McDonalds marriages 
in Hong Kong was on 
the surface yet an-
other amusing anec-
dote about the cultural 
differences between 
East and West when it 
comes to marriage. On a 

GHHSHU� OHYHO�� WKRXJK�� LW� VLJQL¿HG�

an important shift in commercial-

izing marriage itself. McDonalds, 

a towering global corporation, 

has managed to extend its brand 

even into the most intimate of 

traditions. Westerners, especially 

Europeans, tend to look down on 

McDonalds, but this snobbery is 

less present in China and Hong 

Kong. Instead, economic changes 

have meant that global brands 

tend to be seen as symbols of de-

velopment and beacons of hope. 

The McDonalds saga is actu-

ally an important step in China’s 

relatively short relationship with 

consumerism, embodying the 

marriage of the most ancient of 

traditions, with one of the most 

powerful international businesses 

to emerge in this newly globalized 

age.

These extravagant Chinese mar-

riages, where tens of thousands of 

yuan is spent on food and drink, 

and even more is spent on gifts, 

are closely related to these kind 

of economic changes. The average 

spend at such weddings is enor-

mous. 
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Whilst the Chinese typically save a lot more than 

most other nationalities, weddings seem to buck the 

trend. A failure to spend big can cause a major loss of 

face. Food will cost around ¥1000 per table, and with 

VRPH�ZHGGLQJV� KRVWLQJ� XS� WR� ¿IW\� WDEOHV�� WKLV� FRVW�

can quickly escalate. The fact that much of this food 

will remain uneaten is a potent symbol of a consum-

erist society; it is no coincidence that waste of food 

is higher in the US than anywhere else. Easter China 

again stands out from its Western counterpart: the 

most expensive place to get married is Shenzhen, 

with marriage costing around ¥352,641. Beijing 

comes in at a close second. The real cost 
lies outside the wedding, where the 
man’s family will often be expect-
ed to fork out for an apartment. In 

Nanjing, an 80 square-meter house will cost around 

¥800,000, in addition to at least ¥100,000 on deco-

ration and appliances. In fact, such is the burden of 

marriage that many Chinese families dread giving 

birth to a boy – it is estimated that nowadays a girl 

will save you well over ¥100,000 through marriage 

alone. Gone are the days of Chinese parents pray-

ing for a son, which is probably good news given the 

worrying projected gender imbalance in China over 

the coming years.

For the Chinese people in general, then, weddings 

represent a huge cost, and an uncharacteristic need 

to spend heavily. As the average GDP rises, so does 

the cost of weddings. Beyond the general popula-

tion, China’s economic changes have brought about 

the rise of the super-rich, i.e. individuals who have 

amassed extraordinary personal fortunes through 

industry and business. One such individual is Xing 

Libin, chairman of Shanxi Laisen and a member of 

the 2011 Forbes China Rich List. In March 2012, he 

held a wedding for his daughter. The estimated cost 

was over ¥70 million, which included three planes 

WR�À\� LQ� IDPLO\�PHPEHUV�� ,Q�D�PRGHUQ� WZLVW�RQ�DQ�

old theme, the daughter’s ‘dowry’ was 6 Ferraris. 

3RS� VWDUV� IURP� +RQJ� .RQJ� ZHUH� ÀRZQ� LQ� WR� SHU-

form. China does not yet have a celebrity culture as 

seen in the US and UK, but such events, and the at-

tention they receive, mean that it’s well on its way.                           

Yet Xing Libin made his fortune in coal – a reminder 

that wealth in China is a very different animal to 

that of the largely post-industrial West (it is hard to 

imagine widespread coverage of a Chinese wedding 

where the bride and groom are famous only for be-

ing famous).

Examples such as these do more than merely display 

the lifestyles of the unimaginably wealthy. They rep-

resent a global trend that has seen marriage become 

almost the pinnacle of consumption. In the UK, the 

hit TV show ‘My Big Fat Gypsy Wedding’ captured 

the nation’s imagination through its portrayal of 

extreme extravagance from families that were by 

no means wealthy (and were usually portrayed as 

the very opposite). Mass media and the rise of the 

cult of the celebrity has played a huge role in such 

attitudes: weddings of famous individuals are now 

WKH� PRVW� VLJQL¿FDQW� HYHQWV� IRU� PDQ\� SXEOLFDWLRQV�

specializing in celebrity gossip, culminating in deals 

ZRUWK�PLOOLRQV��6XFK�LQÀXHQFHV�VHHP�WR�KDYH�D�NLQG�

of psychological effect on many people in the West, 

who convince themselves to spend far beyond their 

PHDQV�ZKHQ�LW�FRPHV�WR�PDUULDJH��ZKLFK��WKH�MXVWL¿-

cation goes, is a ‘once in a lifetime event’ and should 

therefore spare no expense.

The very same approach is present in China, albeit 

for very different reasons. Here, old tradi-
tions surrounding face, and the 
need to display generosity at large 
events, drive high rates of mar-
riage-related consumption. At the same 

time, big stories such as Xing Libin’s daughter’s mar-

riage demonstrate that perhaps China is beginning 

to swing towards a culture in which the lifestyles of 

WKH�ZHDOWK\� HOLWH�KDYH�D�SURIRXQG� LQÀXHQFH�RQ� WKH�

spending of the average person. Marriage continues 

WR�EH�D�PDMRU�¿QDQFLDO�GUDLQ�RQ�&KLQHVH�IDPLOLHV��LW�

is tied up in a complex and fast-changing domestic 

history, alongside a global narrative that has seen 

consumerism go through the roof. The future of the 

Chinese economy, according to many experts, de-

pends on how the Chinese people spend. If marriage 

is anything to go by, they’re going to spend rather 

heavily indeed.
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It’s more than just a cookbook... 

It’s a collection of wonderful recipes from friends of 

Hopeful Hearts all round the world. 

Every recipe is written in both English and Chinese.  

With over 190 recipes of international cuisine you could 

be dining in a different country every night!

(see next page)
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It’s more than just a cookbook... 

It’s a collection of wonderful recipes from friends  

of Hopeful Hearts all round the world. 

Every recipe is written in both English and Chinese. 

With over 190 recipes of international cuisine you could 

be dining in a different country every night! 
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By Doug Hughes

In China, the wedding photography 

business is booming. 30 years ago, a sin-

gle wedding photo was the norm. Due 

mainly to advances in camera technol-

ogy as well as improved economic cir-

cumstance, newlyweds these days can 

pick and choose among hundreds of pic-

tures taken both before and during the 

event. Although many well-to-do couples 

are gradually adding a few international 

elements to their marriage ceremonies, 

the vast majority of nuptial photographs 

are part of a trend that is unfamiliar to 

outsiders.

Many fashionable Chinese couples to-

day have portraits taken months prior to 

tying the knot. A few dozen photos from 

both the studio and outdoor shoots are 

then displayed in album form at differ-

ent points throughout the wedding day.
 

The photos, known commonly in Chinese 

as Hun Sha Zhao (便㥏), were com-

mon in Taiwan for many years before 

they became popular on the mainland 

over a decade ago. In westerners’ eyes, 

the pictures often seem a bit unusual; 

the bride and groom being depicted 

wearing a variety of different costumes 

ERH�KPEQSVSYW�SYX½XW�

Shoot
the

Bride
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1ER]�SJ�XLIWI�TLSXSW�[EPO�E�½RI�PMRI�FIX[IIR�KIXXMRK�HVIWWIH�

up and playing dress up. On page one, man and wife might 

be in black tie attire in front of a backdrop of the Eiffel Tower. 

The following page could show the happy couple in traditional 

Chinese garb from the end of the 19th century. The book may 

also include a beach scene in formal wear, a studio shot in 

green PLA uniforms from the 1960’s, or a snapshot of the 

man in a Chinese tunic and the woman in a qipao dress. 

Chinese photographers create whatever motif or dreamscape 

their client desires.

Some of the more entertaining of these shots require some-

what of a suspension of disbelief by their audience. A mixed 

couple may have a groom with blonde hair and blue eyes dress 

up in a traditional Chinese scholar robe. A local man may be 

[IEVMRK�ER�EPP�[LMXI� SYX½X� MRGPYHMRK�E� XMR]� ZIWX� XLEX�

shows off his bare chest and nipples while trying 

XS�WXEVI�VSQERXMGEPP]�MRXS�LMW�½ERGqI´W�I]IW�SR�

the back of a yacht. Or couples may just 

lean against one another and close their 

eyes in an attempt to appear romantic 

that just makes them look asleep. See 

these and more by doing a Baidu im-

age search for Hun Sha Zhao (便
㥏).  There are also plenty of examples 

of high-quality professional photogra-

phy. In most cases, you get what you 

pay for.
 

The wedding album can serve several 

different functions on the big day. The 

bride usually keeps the book in her dress-

ing room before the ceremony so that family 

and friends can admire the portraits while she is 

getting ready. Attendees are encouraged to take time 

to review the pictures of the handsome couple during dinner. 

At large weddings, old friends and distant relatives often enjoy 

viewing photos of the bride or groom, who they may not have 

seen in years. After the couple marries, the book can be used 

to either entertain or bore dinner guests for years to come. 

Last but by no means least, one or more of the pictures is usu-

ally enlarged to poster size and displayed in the newlywed’s 

home, often in the bedroom, and often in a gilded frame.

These staged photos are not cheap. The entire production can 

cost anywhere from ¥3,000 up to ¥100,000. Most couples 

choose studios and local outdoor settings, but destination 

photo sessions are also an option. 

The beaches of Hainan Island are among the popular spots 

where wealthy locals head to snap their pre-nuptials; it com-

ing as no surprise that after a decade of virtually continuous 

double digit growth, there be a lot more people who are willing 

to spend some extra money on their wedding photos.

Adding to the Chinese wedding photography spending spree is 

a developing trend to have a photographer capture the wed-

ding day as well.  Some are also shunning the idea of having 

their mates snap away all day long in favour of a professional 

photographer who can document their ceremony; they also 

expect such a professional to give directions to be sure that 

the photos are just right.

Nicolas Harter is an experienced freelance and wedding 

photographer based in Nanjing. He says that recording 

Chinese weddings can involve a unique set of lo-

gistical issues, but that his guiding principle as 

a photojournalist is always the same. “I have 

learned to focus on what is common to all 

weddings and what is really the core of 

the ceremony. It can be a civil servant, a 

priest or a DJ talking, but in the end it 

is all about introducing a new couple 

and unifying two families by starting a 

new one.

 “Westerners tend to prefer the re-

portage-style approach and expect 

their photographer not to be too pre-

sent, while Chinese couples often like to 

have a photographer that looks a bit like 

a movie-director and helps the bride and 

groom to stage every step of the day so that 

each picture is perfect.”

The emerging middle-class in China will probably con-

tinue to fuel the growth of the wedding photography industry 

for many years to come. As couples spend larger quantities of 

money on pictures of and for the big event, higher expecta-

tions may force companies to stop using the cheap Parisian 

backdrop and opt for a more believable or natural settings. 

Perhaps pre-wedding travel to exotic places to take photos will 

become the new norm. However, costumes will probably stick 

around for some time.   After all, who doesn’t like to play dress 

up once in a while? And if the bride wants a fashion shoot, 

there is very little the groom can do about it. Let us also not 

forget that universal rule of weddings; what the bride wants, 

the bride will get.
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he year was 836 when the newly 

appointed governor of Canton 

(Guangzhou), Lu Chun, disgusted 

by the sight of locals living and mar-

rying with “people of dark skin”, 

declared an edict that both prohib-

ited Chinese people from marrying 

foreigners and also prevented the 

outsiders from owning property. 

During the same period of the Tang 

Dynasty, another decree forced Ui-

ghurs to wear their ethnic dress in 

order to differentiate themselves 

from Han Chinese. Intermarriage 

between Uighurs and Chinese citi-

zens was also illegal at the time.

T
By Ronald Paredes
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These enclaves consist principally 

of Cantonese males, number 

in the hundreds of thousands, 

and reach as far as Central and 

South America. In countries such 

as Cuba, Mexico, Costa Rica and 

Peru the number of descend-

ants from marriages between Chinese and locals is large 

enough to represent a considerable percentage their local 

census, occasionally as high as 4% of the total population.

Interracial marriage remains a controversial issue in Chi-

na today; it can still be seen that among Chinese nation-

als marriage between different ethnicities is avoided in a 

society that largely still sees marriage as a form of trans-

action; an act that could bring social, cultural or economi-

GEP�FIRI½XW��(IWTMXI�LEZMRK�FIGSQI�E�QSHIVR�ERH�STIR�

minded society, therein still lie some resistance; some aim 

XS�TVIWIVZI�'LMRIWI�VEGMEP�TYVMX]��WTIGM½GEPP]�SJ�XLI�±,ER²�

in the belief that marrying somebody from a community, 

ethnicity, race, or nationality regarded as lower in status 

could be wasteful or even shameful to the family, 

WHO’S WORTHY OF WHO?
Among Chinese nationals, marriage between people from 

different ethnicities is often avoided. Some communities 

and ethnicities are regarded as being of a”lower status” 

than others in China. Marrying down this ladder of per-

ceived hierarchy can bring shame on the bride or groom’s 

family.

IT DOESN’T 
GET BETTER 
WITH 
FOREIGNERS.
Marrying a foreigner can still some-

times draws criticism in China. Re-

gardless of the outsider’s origin, a 

few individuals still look down on those who they feel 

have “betrayed” their Chinese heritage by choosing a for-

eigner as their life partner. Women can encounter insults 

on the streets from traditionally minded people with an 

extreme sense of nationalism.

During the early years of the Ming Dynsatsy in the 14th 

century, China saw an increasing number of immigrants 

from Muslim countries. Males constituted the majority 

of a population that eventually numbered over 4,000,000 

people. The growth of this diaspora led to a violent back-

lash against central and western Asians. In order to con-

trol the violence, the Ming administration implemented 

a new policy in which foreigners were required to inter-

marry with Chinese women and to assimilate into the lo-

cal culture as Chinese citizens. The descendants of those 

marriages is the group we know today as the Hui people, 

SRI�SJ�XLI����SJ½GMEP�IXLRMGW�KVSYTW�MR�'LMRE��(IWTMXI�PMZ-

ing among the Chinese, the Hui maintain a strong sense of 

their cultural identity, so strong in fact that they rebelled 

against the Imperial Government in the 19th century in 

hopes of creating their own state. 

INTERRACIAL MARRIAGE IS 
INTERWOVEN WITH THE HISTORY 
OF THE MIDDLE KINGDOM, in fact consti-

tuting an important force in the development of Chinese 

culture in general.

For a vast country such as china that has a long history 

SJ�FSXL�XIVVMXSVMEP�GSR¾MGX�ERH�

trade of goods with its many 

neighbours, the social phe-

nomenon of miscegenation 

(the mixing of different racial 

groups through marriage) is 

so natural that it has tremen-

HSYWP]� MR¾YIRGIH� PSGEP� GYP-

tures and laws for hundreds 

of years.

'LMRIWI�TISTPI�LEZI�I\IVXIH� XVIQIRHSYW� MR¾YIRGI��

both culturally and economically, over the whole of 

Asia. From Mongolia to Singapore, it is very probable 

that interracial marriage was the most determinant 

JEGXSV� MR� XLI� WTVIEHMRK�SJ� XLMW� MR¾YIRGI� XLVSYKLSYX�

the continent. However, the 

Chinese melting pot is not 

endemic to Asia alone. There 

have also been major Chi-

nese migratory movements to 

western countries. 
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Another reason for some to avoid interracial marriages is the perceived cultural gap. This 

cultural disconnect is even more pronounced with people from smaller cities or communities. 

1ER]�SYXWMHI�SJ�FMK�GMXMIW�XIRH�XS�EZSMH�VIPEXMSRWLMTW�[MXL�JSVIMKRIVW��½VWXP]�SR�EGGSYRX�SJ�

immense pressure from families; any of the younger generation believe their family would 

never accept their relationship with a non-Chinese. Secondly, some locals fear of not know-

ing how to deal with a different culture, especially when it comes to personal interactions.  

WHILE FOREIGNERS CAN FIND THE CHINESE             
ETIQUETTE INTRICATE, UNPRACTICAL AND                 
COMPLICATED,  SO THERE ARE CHINESE WHO FIND 
THE DIRECT NATURE OF FOREIGNERS 

TO BE RUDE AND DISTASTEFUL.

Despite the many complications associated with intermarriage, 

there are reasons for optimism. The economic development of the 

country has seen the opening of Chinese society. A younger gen-

eration of families that is more accustomed to foreign cultures has 

learned how to accept our differences. Meanwhile, people in other 

countries have turned their eyes to China with interest. Other cul-

tures are trying to understand the intricacies of the Chinese nation from its language to 

systems of etiquette and behavior, noting it to be beautiful once they understand it. All these 

elements are enabling more and more Chinese families to view interracial relationships as 

something natural; more and more families are choosing to support their children’s choices.

Rough periods in a marriage are natural and being in an mixed 

VIPEXMSRWLMT� GER� MRGVIEWI� XLI� GLERGIW� JSV� HMJ½GYPXMIW�� 2S�QEXXIV�

how open minded one is, there is another whole set of compli-

cations that lies within mixed families; that cultural differences will 

always cause issues. DIFFERENT LANGUAGES MEANS THERE IS IN-

CREASED POTENTIAL FOR MISCOMMUNICATION. 

DIFFERENT VERSIONS OF COMMON SENSE 
WHEN DEALING WITH DAILY LIFE SITUATIONS, 

TRADITIONS, RELIGIOUS PRACTICES, EDUCTION, CAN ALSO 
CAUSE TURMOIL, NOT TO MENTION THE PRESSURES OF MAKING A LIFE IN A 

COUNTRY THAT NOT ONE’S OWN. There is an immense need in these cases for under-

standing, compromise, and patience. It takes a lot of work but, it is all part of the fun of sharing 

a life with somebody from a different cultural background. Making a mixed marriage is not an 

easy thing to do especially in a demanding 

and at times intransigent society. Neverthe-

less, it is probably one of the most edifying, 

rewarding and character building experience 

that one can have.
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Over the past 20 years, when visiting businesses I have 
seen the full range of chaos to pre-eminence and assisted 
some to move up the scale. Some are willing to make that 
great leap forward. Other say they are changing, but carry 
on doing the same old. With this new column we hope 
to shed a little light on the behind-the-scenes psychology 
and workings of more than a few household names.

Vision
!e term World Class Manufacturing conjures up images 
of shiny clean factories; sta" in white uniforms e#ciently 
operating at an unhurried pace with all around in order; 
visible indicators inform teams as to their machines’ sta-
tus and how customers are being satis$ed. Oh, and lots of 
smiles.
Does that sound like a sci-$ movie; too removed from re-
ality and therefore to be discarded? Perhaps, but neverthe-
less the tools needed to implement such a scenario would 
have previously been examined and proven by a business 
intent on becoming the best in their class.
!is then sets the scene; world recognition does not hap-
pen by accident. Does the leadership want to operate at 
that level and if so are they prepared to invest in a Change 
Program that will get them there? If lo%y goals are not 
stated, it is a given that mere incremental change is inevi-
table.
Too many companies just aspire to be world class. !e key 
to a compelling vision is to provide the purpose and val-
ues the organisation aspires to embrace, stimulated by a 
recognised need for change plus new strategic directions 
generated from group requirements, internal analyses or 
competitive stimulus. 

!e best visions are developed along with the people in-
side the business; the aligning of projects and daily activi-
ties requires a healthy communication culture. 

A couple of examples:

Amazon: To be the world’s most customer-centric compa-
ny, where customers can $nd and discover anything they 
may want to buy online at a great price.

Volkswagen: By 2018, the Volkswagen Group is to be the 
world’s most successful and fascinating automobile manu-
facturer – and the leading light when it comes to sustain-
ability.

Change Programs
Model behaviour is critical here; the roles and responsibil-
ities of those implementing the Change Program should 
be clari$ed from the start; an objective plan is essential for 
progress measurement.  !e reactions of those involved 
need to be anticipated, so that potential obstacles may 
be removed and psychological understanding shall be 
necessary to help them through the change.!is is o%en 
overlooked and therefore there is surprise when resist-
ance occurs; o%en one of the main risks associated with 
the programme.
If being implemented in the manufacturing sector then 
an assessment of support needed is also required, particu-
larly from HR; its role shall likely evolve from recruitment 
and structure to something more strategic, as these core 
functions will transfer, to become the responsibility of the 
main Supply Chain.

Culture Change
!e culture change needed to match those considered to 
be world class can be a considerable challenge to man-
agement; empowering those lower in the organisation to 
make decisions appropriate to their level. So how do we 
move away from the past, particularly when people o%en 
only listen to their seniors and the boss is always right?
We shall develop the elements of Change Programs in fu-
ture editions of Par Excellence.
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The development of a sustainable manage-
QIRX�GYPXYVI�MW�E�HMJ½GYPX�ERH�GSQTPI\�TVSGIWW��
8LMW�IZSPYXMSR�QE]�VIUYMVI�QSHM½GEXMSR�XS�XLI�
fundamental way that managers go about doing 
their jobs; a type of change requiring more than 
just behavioural training.

Several years of uncoordinated leadership be-
haviour development can lead to a need for 
broad change in management culture.  When 
employees and manager can no longer commu-
nicate or work together effectively, the develop-
ment of a sustainable management culture must 
be prioritized. Otherwise, teamwork will not 
evolve among managers, employees, or between 
the two. Extensive periods without change 
can lead to a strong resistance to attempts to 
change or modify ineffective habits, making the 
GEQTEMKR�IZIR�QSVI�HMJ½GYPX�

A change in management culture cannot be 
achieved by a single act, but rather should be 
manifest in a prolonged campaign to modify en-
trenched behaviour and mindsets. The goal is to 
do away with unproductive behaviour and inef-
fective thinking in order to bring about sustain-
able improvement in management quality. Such 
improvement requires a long-term organiza-
tional development process addressing a com-
TER] Ẃ�WTIGM½G�MWWYIW�ERH�TVSFPIQW��MQTPIQIRX-
ing changes that address each of the following:

. Level of attitudes and mindsets

. Level of management structures and processes

. Level of management instruments and standards

. 0IZIP�SJ�WTIGM½G�PIEHIVWLMT�FILEZMSYV
It is crucial the development process spanss all 
levels and sub-projects. For example, the pro-
cess of introducing instruments and standards 
has to be participation-oriented in order to 
change mindsets and attitudes and to make new 
behaviour visible. The change processes need be 

With Jochen Schultz

Developing 
Management 
Culture Part 1 of 2

supported by methodical instruments that then need 
to be practiced and integrated through training in or-
der to be effective and permanent.

The following sub-projects are good examples of how 
WYGL�E�TVSNIGX�GSYPH�FI�TPERRIH�SZIV�E�½ZI�]IEV�TIVM-
od. Certain components should be realised in parallel, 
while others may be administered in a more subse-
quent order.

Development of Management 
principles
8LI�½VWX�TVMSVMX]�MW�XS�HIZIPST�E�YRM½IH�QEREKIQIRX�
YRHIVWXERHMRK�F]�FIKMRRMRK�[MXL�E�VI¾IGXMSR�SR�GSQ-
mon management understanding. Managers should 
hold a workshop to outline important leadership 
principles and then summarize them in a catalogue 
of management principles. This is then discussed and 
agreed upon by all managers during the meeting. After 
compiling this document, it should be forwarded to all 
employees and discussed together.

'SQTIXIRGI�TVS½PI�JSV�QEREKIVW
Management principles should be distilled into man-
agement standards, and subsequent general require-
QIRX�TVS½PI�JSV�QEREKIVW��-RZSPZIQIRX�JVSQ�QEREKIVW�
at all levels is required. Singular management functions 
need to be weighted to create quality benchmarks for 
future management behaviour. Employees and man-
agers as well as a third-party organisations can then 
evaluate the company’s management based on the re-
UYMVIQIRX�TVS½PI��LIPTMRK�XS�TEMRX�E�GPIEVIV�TMGXYVI�SJ�
the company’s overall management situation.

Management conversations
3RGI�XLI�GSQTIXIRGI�TVS½PI�MW�MRXVSHYGIH���QEREKI-
ment training should be held focusing on using and 
HMWGYWWMRK�XLI�GSQTIXIRG]�TVS½PI�[MXL�IQTPS]IIW�

Management meetings and 
feedback
Management concepts and instruments should be de-
veloped to enhance the exchange concerning manage-
QIRX�I\TIGXEXMSRW�ERH�XLIMV�JYP½PPQIRX�

Join us back here next month for Section Head when we 
conclude our revelation of the components necessary for 
developing a management culture.
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Our journey begins in Xinjiang, 

China’s rugged Northwestern province. 

The city is Urumqi, a place which to me 

is now synonymous with grit, dirt, pol-

lution and whack-a-mole (he latter courtesy of one of the city’s temples, 

struggling to retain its spiritual charm amidst a collection of noisy fair-

ground stalls). Following a week and a half of prolonged food poisoning, 

24+ hour bus rides and frankly traumatising toilet stops through its barren 

moonscapes, Xinjiang had altogether failed to charm. One last gruelling bus 

ride brought us out of Xinjiang and into Dunhuang; the fertile oasis town 

in Northern Gansu’s Gobi Desert. Edged by sand dunes and devoid of the 

pastel-coloured high-rises so common in China’s cities, Dunhuang was in-

stantly likeable with a distinctly small town feel.

Stepping off the bus in the early hours of the morning we flagged down a taxi and 

headed for a hostel in the outskirts of town at a lethargic 10mph. The hostel itself 

was a beautifully kept Chinese courtyard house nestled beside sand dunes in a lush 

apricot orchard. Swallows nested in the eves and dried corn kernels hung in bundles 

from every available alcove. Our room for the next few nights would be one of the 

quaint wooden huts in the orchard, complete with porch, hammock and an array 

of friendly farmyard animals roaming free in the undergrowth. Having showered the 

grime of a 16-hour sleeper bus away, we ventured back to town in search of food, 

caffeine and local information.
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Following in the footsteps of countless camera-wielding tour 

groups, our main purpose for coming to Dunhuang was to 

visit the famous Mogao Ku: A collection of caves with some 

of the most impressive Buddhist Cave Art in the world. I could 

gush enthusiastically about the thousand Buddha frescoes 

and enormous indoor statues, but instead I’m going to talk 

about burgers. Shanxi Pork Burgers to be exact. Though 

slightly less culturally endowed than the ancient paintings of 

Mogao Ku, these burgers were an undeniable highlight of my 

time in Dunhuang. Discovered courtesy of an American couple 

at our hostel, they originate (as the name suggests) in Shanxi 

Province, but a small glass box in Dunhuang’s busy street food 

market is where the recipe has been perfected. A smiling and 

jovial local man wielding a well-worn meat cleaver prepares 

these roujiamo (as they are known in Chinese), which are 

made from a finely chopped puree of succulent pork, fresh 

coriander, chilli and garlic squashed between two sides of 

freshly baked flatbread. We ploughed through several meaty 

morsels before setting out for one of Dunhuang’s more active 

leisure pursuits, in a vain effort to reduce the burger paunch 

that was sure to follow.

We’d heard of a local entrepreneur who’d seen the true po-

tential of Dunhuang’s sand dunes, renting out tea trays on the 

highest ridges for adrenalin seeking travellers to slide down 

the slopes of the shifting dunes. In this extreme sport version 

of a helter-skelter, the tea trays pick up speed quickly as 

you fly past large tour groups clambering uphill in their bright 

orange, plastic shoe covers. Sadly, it was not meant to be. 

Having vetoed the extravagant entrance fee 

to the dunes, we failed to find the gap in the 

fence promised to us by a group of fellow 

travellers. By the time we made it back from 

side-stepping steaming piles of dung in the 

camel pen, it was too late to enter through the 

main gate and we had to settle for an evening 

camel trek instead.

A few hours later, having had a full introduc-

tion to our trusty steads, Chang-Chang and 

Le-Le, we found ourselves in the middle of 

the Gobi desert with numb bums on a herd of 

bored-looking camels with a merry tour guide 

whose favourite pass time seemed to be im-

provising Chinese melodies to accompany his 

daily activities. 

A catchy number about cooking noodles was followed by a 

curiously sombre tune about making tea, finishing with a clas-

sic rendition of Old MacDonald... likely the only English song 

in his repertoire. After an exhausting climb to the top of a 

particularly high sand dune, we were rewarded with a brief 

glimpse of dusk over the surrounding peaks before a minia-

ture sandstorm clouded the view. Sliding feet-first down the 

dunes and climbing back onto our camels, we headed back 

to town in the moonlight with every inch of skin now clogged 

with a thick layer of grit.

After three lazy days in Dunhuang, fattening up on a very un-

Chinese diet of burgers and ice-cream milkshakes, we were 

ready for the next leg of our journey: A 17-hour slog into 

Qinghai Province, destination Xi’ning.

To be continued...
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NSXLMRK� [VSRK� [MXL� XLEX��8LI� JEGX� MW� XLEX� XLI� ¾]IV� [EW�

the communication instrument of choice during times of war 

because of its effectiveness in delivering precise messages in 

a short time to a large audience. These little pieces of pa-

per would be loaded into a device similar to a bomb to be 

launched from an aircraft, releasing hundred of thousands of 

pieces of paper that would fall from the sky into targeted 

EVIEW��,IRGI�XLI�XIVQ�±¾]IVW²��

The messages would vary from political propaganda to com-

munications with troops or even psychological warfare. What 

made this communication method so effective was the fact 

that was relevant to the situation. It was also easily and quickly 

HMWXVMFYXIH��EW�E�GSRWIUYIRGI�HMJ½GYPX�XS�GSRXVSP�SV�IVEHMGEXI��

making it one the earliest examples of guerrilla marketing in 

the history of mass communication.

2S[EHE]W� XLI� ¾]IV� SJXIR� GSQTPIXIP]� PSWIW� MXW� IJJIGXMZIRIWW�

and relevance when it becomes a rather predictable method 

SJ�TVSQSXMSR�½PPIH�XS�MXW�PEWX�MRGL�[MXL�YWIPIWW�ERH�MVVIPIZERX�

information that is badly laid out and poorly designed. In turn 

it becomes a sad little piece of paper handed out by an even 

sadder person who even gives out two or three at once in their 

HIWTIVEXMSR�XS�½RMWL�WYGL�XIHMSYW�[SVO�

If you think about it for a moment you will realise the propor-

XMSR�SJ�TISTPI�[LS�EGXYEPP]�VIEH�¾]IVW�MW�I\XVIQIP]�PS[��QIER-

ing that to ensure its effectiveness both a larger print run and 

increased frequency of delivered shall be required. This in turn 

translates to increasing costs.

8LI�¾]IV�MW�ER�MRWXVYQIRX�SJ�GSQQYRMGEXMSR�HIWMKRIH�XS�MQ-

As you read these very lines there is a committee in a room somewhere discussing the next great promo-
tional campaign; you can almost hear the voice of the little marketing manager wiz blabbing...

By Ronald Paredes

I have an idea, 

A FLYER!Let’s 
make

mediately grab the target’s attention. More often than not 

TISTPI�MR�VIGIMTX�SJ�E�¾]IV�EVI�[EPOMRK�HS[R�XLI�WXVIIX�GSR-

cerned with their own business. Therefore the design of the 

¾]IV�WLSYPH�LEZI�IRSYKL�MQTEGX�XS�FVMRK�XLI�XEVKIX´W�EXXIRXMSR�

E[E]�JVSQ�WYGL�TVIGMSYW�XLSYKLXW�ERH�SRXS�XLI�¾]IV��PIEZMRK�

its mark in the target’s memory in only a few short seconds; 

XMQI�XLEX�MW�FIJSVI�XLI�¾]IV�MW�XLVS[R�E[E]�

-RJSVQEXMSR�HIPMZIVIH�ZME�E�¾]IV�WLSYPH�FI�FVMIJ��TVIGMWI�ERH�

relevant to the target audience, e.g. you would not give away 

information about a new car to a teenager who is not old 

enough to drive. Let us reiterate that; BRIEF, PRECISE and   

RELEVANT. In these times of communication overload nobody 

has the time to read overly decorated testaments thrust to-

ward us by a random nobody. Instead, take time in choosing 

the right person, with the right attitude and appropriate cha-

risma; this can make a big difference in the way messages are 

interpreted. It is an unfortunate fact that many people believe 

anyone with a couple of hands is capable of handing out pro-

motional materials.

)ZIV]� TSSVP]� HIWMKRIH� ¾]IV� XLEX� MW� KMZIR� E[E]� MW� E� PSWX� ST-

portunity to create a link with a potential customer; it would 

be more effective to just give away money on which is written 

MRJSVQEXMSR��3R�XLI�SXLIV�LERH��E�[IPP�HIWMKRIH�¾]IV�MW�E�TS[-

erful call-to-action instrument of communication, the effective-

RIWW�SJ�[LMGL�LEW�FIIR�TVSZIR�XMQI�ERH�EKEMR��7SQI�¾]IVW�

have become collectors’ items not only on account of their 

EVX[SVO�SV�QIWWEKI��FYX�EPWS�EW�ER�MR¾YIRGI�MR�XLI�GSYVWI�SJ�

important events in history.
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      Once upon a time ‘pink’ used $guratively indicated the very pinnacle of 
excellence, rather than just the good health with which it is o%en acquainted; likely 

stemming from the Elizabethan era and the otherwise steely Queen’s fondness for the 
Dianthus &ower’s pink petals. Pink wine, or rosé by another name, however, is not gener-

ally associated with excellence. Rosé’s image is still reeling from the wanly sweet onslaught 
contained in the distinctively shaped bottles of Mateus Rosé rife in the 70’s and 80’s, and an 
enduring association with certain ladies matching wines to suit apparel rather than palate. 
Frivolous and a bit na".

However, rosé wine is in a much healthier condition now with reputation and sales very 
much on the rise. !ere is such a broad spectrum of pink wine on o"er, from lighter pale 
salmon colours through to weightier near reds, it is hard to generalise. 

By way of highlight, the palest are really whites that just prefer to look pink; France’s 
Provence being the pre-eminent provider of such. !ey are bone dry and scented and 
useful aperitifs in the main. !e more southern Languedoc yields good rosé, with a simi-
larly Grenache-dominated area in the lower Rhone, between Languedoc and Provence, 
producing creditable Tavel and Lirac. Not a drink claimed solely by the south of France, 
there are also pale Pinots from Sancerre (sometimes a little acidic), the deeper coloured 
(not necessarily deeper &avoured) ‘clairet’ from Bordeaux and the more mouth $lling and 
fuller rosados from Spain and Portugal, which can be excellent. Italy does not make a lot 
of rosato but there are some toothsome takes from around Lake Garda to look out for. It 
is also worth mentioning the all too o%en too syrupy Zinfandel ‘blush’ wines from Cali-
fornia. Available here in PRC (mega-producer Gallo being one of the main o"enders), any 
residual die-hard Mateus fans should get along with them nicely. 

!e fashion for more concentrated red wines in recent times has meant that some rosés 
are really only a by-product, made by bleeding o" the lighter must from the fermenting 
red wine, a technique known as saignée (bleeding); an unfortunate trend at least partly 
responsible for the increase in retailers’ rosé o"erings. Rosé wine is always made best with 
dedicated production when the crushed dark grapes’ skins remain in contact with the juice 
for just a short time in order to leave the wine pink in colour, endowing wines with some of 
the complexity of a red but far more chiller-friendly. Red wines for torrid days. 

!e Côtes-du-Rhône Rosé, Font du Vent Les Promesses, 2011 (¥180 Bar Neuf, 1912 dis-
trict) shows a so% side with Grenache, Syrah and Cinsault grapes delivering a pleasingly 
round and polished performance (16 points). Spain’s Navarra region is normally commit-
ted to a more fulsome rosado though the Crin Roja Tempranillo Rosado 2007 (¥98, Aqua 
City BHG) has a light touch, which includes the price; brilliant orange/pink hues with a 
nose of fresh strawberries and many more red fruits on the palate make it refreshing from 
nose to throat (15 points). Santa Rita 120 Cabernet Sauvignon Rosé 2009 from Chile’s 
Central Valley (surely the bargain at ¥74, Auchan) is very much a re&ection of its dominant 
varietal with an intense colour. Delivers a pleasant hit of herbs on the nose, and on the taste 
buds cherries and plums with a refreshing zippy acidity. Easy-going drinking; just slightly 
chill it to make a genial qua"er for warm October days (15.5 points).

In the Pink!
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Oaf]�:Yj�J]na]o
La Cantina
Vino Just Like Papa Drank
By Doug Hughes

On the 150th anniversary of Italy’s independence day, 

Michele Dall’ara had more than just his Italian heritage to 

celebrate. March 17th, 2011 was also the day he opened 

his Nanjing wine bar, La Cantina. The establishment, lo-

cated in an alleyway half a kilometre southwest of Xinjie-

kou’s metro station, was modeled in the image of an Ital-

ian enoteca. Wine bottles that all hail from regions across 

the boot-shaped nation line the walls on wooden shelves. 

Michele’s basic concept is a welcome change of pace from 

life on the streets of Nanjing; drink, unwind, and linger.

Originally, La Cantina was solely a wine bar. Two of 

Michele’s friends are wine producers back in Italy, a cir-

cumstance that is part inspiration to the business. The 

friends now supply Dall’ara’s business with two varie-

ties of sangiovese (pronounced san-geo-vay-zee) that he 

imports directly from an area close to his hometown of 

Forli. In total, the location offers approximately 20 selec-

tions of wine. The wine menu changes periodically so that 

customers can continue to sample the labours of different 

vintners.

Two months ago, the wine bar expanded with new back 

room and began serving antipasti, pizza, and pasta. A per-

sonal-sized pizza runs to between ¥40 and ¥60. Michele 

and his girlfriend, Ms. Zhang, are constantly experimenting 

with new menu options. Luckily it is not hard to update 

the list of food offerings; presented to customers on an 

iPad.

While speaking with The Nanjinger, the pair worked to 

perfect a new recipie: pissa tonno cipolla, tuna and onion 

pizza. “Put a little sugar in the water with the onions”, 

Michele explained to Ms. Zhang, who has been studying 

recipes family style, learning from Michele as well as Ital-

ian friends and colleagues. Considering the fact that there 

is neither a wood-burning oven in the back nor an army 

of Italian grandmothers upstairs, the resulting pizza was a 

surprisingly delightful slice.

La Cantina offers a charming refuge from those weary of 

the car horns and crowds of Xinjiekou. If you’re looking 

for a place to while away a Sunday afternoon with friends 

over a bottle of wine or a taste of some Italian fare, you 

might want to check out East Nantai Xiang 

(off Wangfu Da Jie).
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Activity Review
0(�k�HYjlq�Yl�Eql`�HmZ
<g�Qgm�J]e]eZ]j�O`]f�O]�Mk]\�Lg�<Yf[]7
By Doug Hughes

TLI��� Ẃ�[IVI�EPP�EFSYX�HERGMRK��WTIGM½GEPP]�ERKWX�½PPIH�

wacky dancing. That is admittedly a post-mortem analy-

sis, as I spent 1989 in the third grade. However, movie 

scripts and song lyrics from the decade are riddled with 

the following assertion: I am young and all I want is to 

engage in epic dancing. 

Footloose, Dirty Dancing, The Jitterbug, And We Danced, 

I Wanna Dance With Somebody, and Walk Like And 

Egyptian…the list goes on. Let’s be honest though, the 

dancing looked ridiculous. On the other hand, that is ex-

actly why 80’s parties are so fun: you can’t possibly look 

GSSP�SR�XLI�HERGI�¾SSV��WS�]SY�GER�NYWX�WXST�XV]MRK�ERH�

enjoy getting down with your bad self.

When we heard that there was an 80’s party at Myth Pub 

one early September Saturday, a group of friends and I 

HIGMHIH�XS�HVIWW�YT��1]�½VWX�MRWXMRGX�[LIR�-�IRXIVIH�XLI�

door was to do a heroic Kevin-Bacon-alone-in-an-aban-

doned-werehouse type routine. Myth, a newly opened 

bar on Jiangsu Lu near the southern end of Shanxi Lu, has 

two floors, which means stair and mezzanine bopping were 

also possible elements of my routine. 

My imaginary choreographed rocking would have wound 

up with a knee-swinging romp down the long bar and a 

¾]MRK� PIET� FEGO� SRXS� XLI� ¾SSV�� 0YGOMP]�� GSQQSR� WIRWI�

prevailed and my dignity was preserved, but only tem-

porarily.

Even though my fellow Nanjingers didn’t dress up, they 

sure cut loose when the DJ started playing music from 

30 years ago. The Jitterbug was greeted with a level of 

enthusiasm that these days is usually reserved for Gang-

nam Style. By the time a few classics had played, Myth had 

FIGSQI�E�OMRH�SJ�ERXM�������½PPIH�[MXL�E�GSQTPIXI�HMWVI-

KEVH� JSV�SRI Ẃ�WSGMEP� MQEKI��%VQW�¾EMPIH��LIEHW�FSFFIH��

ERH� JIIX� WLYJ¾IH� [LMPI� XLI� GVS[H� HERGIH� EW� XLSYKL�

Thriller had just been released last week.

Myth’s 80’s night made me realize that Nanjing needs 

more theme parties. It was refreshing to see everyone 

dancing in public with a bit of reckless abandon usually 

reserved for the privacy of our own homes. The bar was 

a great location, down the road a ways from Nanjing’s 

same-old same-old haunts, with great ambiance and mu-

sic dear to my heart. I apparently missed a Toga Party 

held there a few months back, but I will not be missing 

their next gathering. 
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Movie Review
The Expendables 2
By Laura Helen Schmitt

I�[EW�LEVHP]�WYVTVMWIH�XS�½RH�XLEX�MX�HSIW�RSX�VIEPP]�QEXXIV�MR�
which language you choose to watch The Expendables 2, there 

is so little dialogue you do not need to speak any language of 

this world to get what this movie is about: big guns and testos-

terone. Oh, and bigger guns. 

I personally felt quite disappointed that after the trailer prom-

MWIH�QI�.IX�0M��EPP�-�KSX�[EW�E�½ZI�QMRYXI�GEQIS�JVSQ�SRI�SJ�Q]�

favourite action stars. But maybe that’s just me. However, sit-

ting there watching one explosion after another while everyone 

with name and rank in the action biz showed up for at least 

one cameo and a cringy punch line, I could not help but feel a 

little melancholic. They just don’t make them like that anymore.

Does not the fact that the team of fearless mercenaries is ac-

tually a group of old men in their mid-life crises unwilling to let 

go of their glorious past say it all? These are the greatest action 

movie heroes of all time and while I wracked my brains to come 

up with the younger version of Arnie, Sylvester and Jean Claude, 

I simply couldn’t. Just who has replaced the muscle-packed tes-

tosterone beasts that are the action heroes of the past? 

All I could think of were the endless numbers of Marvel super 

heroes who seem to have taken over from the Terminators and 

XLI�6EQFSW��,YVVE]��MX´W�XLI�EKI�SJ�XLI�RIVH��2S�QSVI�¾I\MRK�

muscles and showing off how strong we are; now it’s all about 

brains, technology and hidden identities.

While I am a huge fan of the super hero genre, I did feel quite 

sad at the thought of saying good bye to the heroes of my 

youth. But in light of Stallone’s progressively female features 

which increase with each face lift and Arnie’s sparse head of 

hair, I could not help but think, “Guys, it’s time to give it a rest”. 

Arnie’s joke that the whole cast belongs in a museum makes 

me think he agrees.

The world may think they are expendable, but if you love the 

classic action genre with guns a-blazing and little to no story, 

you should come along to see the crème de la crème in what 

is probably their last showdown. And bring some tissues to send 

‘em off.
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Nanjing International Club “Welcome BBQ” - Nanjing International School - 8th Sep
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“I Love Techno” Party @ BASSMENT - 29th September
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Tourism and Hospitality

          Fraser Suites Nanjing

����������࣠߱ു۶܌ࡅݛჭ��
116 Lushan Lu
੦���ބ

87773777
www.frasershospitality.com
Nanjing’s first international serviced apartments. 
Fully furnished one to three bedroom apartment 
suites ranging from 138 sqm to 249 sqm; offering 
full balconies, and a clubhouse with leisure facil-
ities make this the accommodation of choice for 
many expats.

         Hilton Nanjing

���������࣠ຫպ༘דࣽؠق��
100 Jiangdong Zhong Lu
ބ���ᇗ੦ײ౽淧

86658888
nanjing.hilton.com
The contemporary Hilton Nanjing hotel is part of 
Nanjing Wanda Plaza, a development of luxury 
shopping outlets, expansive malls, entertainment 
IDFLOLWLHV�DQG�RIÀFH� WRZHUV��7KH�KRWHO� LV�D���PLQ��
walk from the metro, 20 mins. drive from the city 
center and railway station and 40 mins. from the 
airport.

         The Westin Nanjing 

���������࣠ፐබ๚վࣽד
Nanjing International Center, 201 Zhongyang Lu
ᇗလ੦ބ���݄࣠ࡅݛӎܥ౽��

85568888
www.westin.com/nanjing
A haven of Chinese distinction, located only min-
utes from major corporations, restaurants and 
shopping, in which every room overlooks scenic 
Xuanwu Lake.

         Sheraton Nanjing Kingsley 
��ד৮༧ধְࣽ���������
169 Hanzhong Lu
ބ ��ᇗ੦ݹ

86668888
2QH�RI�1DQMLQJҋV�ROGHU��ÀQHU�KRWHOV�ORFDWHG�FHQWUDO-
ly within walking distance of Xinjiekou. Amenities 
LQFOXGH�ÀWQHVV�FHQWHU��EDE\�VLWWLQJ�DQG�EXWOHU�VHU-
vice plus car rentals and much more.

          Intercontinental Hotel

����������ሴڊᇥדࣽࡅ��
1 Zhongyang Lu, Zifeng Tower
ᇗလ੦ބ�ሴڊվ༸ܥ౽

83538888
www.intercontinental.com
Located in Gulou with a birds-eye view of Nan-
jing’s skyline. The hotel makes a grand statement 
and can be found in the 450 metre high Zifeng 
Tower; the tallest building in Nanjing.

���������6RÀWHO�*DOD[\�
���������࣠෴٫ำႇޒվࣽד��
1 Shanxi Lu
༎੦ބ�

83718888
ZZZ�VRÀWHO�FRP
UHVRII#VRÀWHOQDQMLQJ�FRP
The accommodation of choice for many visitors 
coming to Nanjing, along with all French dignitar-
ies.

����������6RÀWHO�=KRQJVKDQ�*ROI�5HVRUW
����������ᇚ෴٫ำۢדࣽࡔ؏ڗق
9 Huanling Lu
ބ ੦ߔ

85408888
ZZZ�VRÀWHO�FRP
UHVHUYDWLRQ#VRÀWHOQDQMLQJ�FRP
Preferred hangout spot of Nanjing’s rich and famous.

          Jinling Hotel 
��דٞ����������
2 Hanzhong Lu
ބ�ᇗ੦ݹ

84722888
A landmark hotel and one of the original high-class 
establishments in Nanjing with numerous top notch 
restaurants plus train ticket purchase counter.

����������+LOWRQ�1DQMLQJ�5LYHUVLGH
����������࣠ൟ઼Ѧדࣽؠق༘���
1 Huaibin Lu (cross of Qinhuai and Yangtze Rivers)
ԱĪࠀဠሸތޒߑ�ĩࣕބ�Ѧ੦ߑ౽ܹ༷

83158888
nanjingriverside.hilton.com
nanjingriverside.info@hilton.com
Just 25 minutes from the central business district, 
Hilton Nanjing Riverside offers modern in-room 
technology plus extensive meeting, conference 
and recreation facilities. Many rooms with balco-
nies overlooking the Yangtze.

����������1DQMLQJ�6XQÁRZHU�,QWHUQDWLRQDO�
          Youth Hostel

࣠ᅙ჻ࡅݛ୕ੲന�
80 Zhanyuan Lu (Fuzimiao west gate)
ᅙ჻੦�ބ�ĭᄥڗሸૺ༎֭ࣕۀ

52266858 / 66850566
www.nanjingyha.com
A popular youth hostel that includes free pool, DVDs, 
cable TV, foosball, Wifi, travel info, English menu 
and English speaking staff.

          Kayumanis Private Villas & Spa

����������࣠མᅪ߇໙؏ࡔѡක
Xiangzhang Hua Ping, Sizhuang Village, 
Tangshan
ᙃ౽ปᆛሔհ

84107777
www.kayumanis.com
nanjing@kayumanis.com
High end private villa with refreshing natural hot 
spring and mountain view. 

5HJDOLD�5HVRUW�	�6SD��4LQKXDL�5LYHU�
ღࣽדĩޒߑĪ�
E5, No 388, Yingtian Jie (inside Chenguang 1865 
Technology Park) 
႓็վࢯ���ބĩӬ݃����ज़࠷ԿၱӉ၄჻Ī׃,�Լ

51885688
www.regalia.com.cn
A Thai style Spa offering a holistic approach to 
rejuvenation and relaxation, exuding serenity, 
peace and solitude.

7DQJVKDQ�(DVSULQJ�+RW�6SULQJ�5HVRUW
ปၒ໙؏ࡔհ
8 Wenquan Lu, Tangshan, Jiangning
ปᆛ໙੦�ބ

51190666
A Leisure hotel in Tangshan offering different 
types of bathing. 

Hotel & Hostel

Resorts

3LFN�XS�\RXU�FRS\�RI�7KH�1DQMLQJHU�
ZKHUH�\RX�VHH�WKH�1-;�DYDWDU�

Hours: Tue - Sun from 8:30 to 16:30
Located on a former execution ground and mass 
burial place of the massacre. Admission is free. 

5DEH�+RXVH�ঠХܫऊ��
1 Xiaofenqiao, Guangzhou Lu
ބ�ొڀུ

Tuesday – Sunday from 8:30 to 16:30
The former home of the German Industrialist who 
saved thousands of Nanjing people in 1937 during 
which time the house served as a refugee shelter.

1DQMLQJ�%URFDGH�0XVHXP�
࣠ᄑѸ༆ܾ��
240 Chating Dong Jie�ҷބ���ࢯײ

86518580   Hours: 8:30am - 5:00pm
Visitors can observe professionals working on 
ZRRGHQ�ORRPV�PDNLQJ�WKH�ÀQHVW�EURFDGH�RQ�HDUWK�

City Wall Museum�࣠ӴჶൖѸ༆ܾ
8 Jiefang Menࢻ��٪�ބ��

83608359 
Long-gone city gates, maps and a full-scale model 
of the walled city. Captions in Chinese.

Nanjing Museum��࣠Ѹ༆ᄅ��
321 Zhongshan Dong Lu��ᇗײ੦ބ���

Artifacts from Neolithic to communist.

Qingliangshan Park�౪ਊ܌჻��
Guangzhou Lu, near the intersection of Huju Lu 
݄ᇤ੦༎ؒ

A quiet park, once home to Chinese artists, that 
offers calligraphy and stone museums, as well as 
an art gallery and pottery studio open to the public. 

Nanjing Science Museum�࣠ज़ܾ࠷
9 Zijinghua Lu,Yuhua District  
თ߅ฃ౽ሴࣚ߅੦ ބ

58076158
Hands-on fun and learning for kids. IMAX Cinema.

*XOLQ�3DUNܦ�ਧ܌჻��
21 Huju Bei Lu�घТ੦ބ��

Gardens, paintball and BBQ plus a view of the city 
from the top of the TV tower.

Jiuhuashan Park�ࣼ߇܌჻��
Beijing Dong Lu Т࣠ײ੦

Climb to the top of the park to visit the temple and 
pagoda. A great way to get on the city wall for a 
scenic spot with gorgeous views of the city.

=L[LD�/DNH�ሴ༱㑨
A mountain fed lake in which you can swim. 
Please exercise with care - a number of deaths 
occur each year as a result of cramp brought on 
by cold currents flowing into the lake from deep 
inside the mountain. 

1DQMLQJ�+RQJVKDQ�)RUHVW�=RR�
ޫ೮ਧ༆჻��
101 Heyan Luތ��ထ੦ބ���

8QGHUZDWHU�:RUOG׀ݢ�ൟࣀ
South side of Purple Mountain 
ᇗශ٢Ӵ�ބ

8.30am-5pm

;XDQZX�/DNH�3DUN�㲢㑨܌჻��
1 Xuanwu Xiang �㲢ཤބ�

Offers trails for walking biking and running, with play-
grounds, gardens, restaurants and boats for rent.

Mochou Lake Park�କԛ㑨܌჻��
35 Hanzhongmen Da Jie �
ބ��ࢯᇗվݹ

Home to the annual Dragon Boat Race, and great 
for boating or a walk in a peaceful environment.

Museums & Parks

Nanjing Massacre Museum  

߇ಸळ࣠վೲუ଼Ўࡈܾ
418 Shuiximen Jie
ණ༎���ބ

86612230 / 86610931 
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Malls

For the Home

Shopping

Art

-LDQJVX�$UW�*DOOHU\  ිീ્ඔܾ��
266 Changjiang Lu  ӑ੦���ބ

84506789
Local artists’ work, changed frequently.

��ၤพݛ $57
D-1 Shuimuqinhuai, 99 Shitoucheng Lu ൎӴ੦  
ބ��+ߑණބ

84506789
Picture framing service and art related supplies.

6WRQH�&LW\�0RGHUQ�$UW�&UHDWLRQ�*DOOHU\��  
ൎӴཋօၤඔԿၱ჻��
72 Beijing Xi Lu  Т࣠༎੦�ބ�

Exhibition of modern Chinese art.
55583708 

B&Q  Ϭυऊ��
90 Kazimen Da Jie (beside Metro)
࣠ऽሸվބ� ࢯઢ֫ੋ

52450077

IKEA  ၚࡍࡍऊ��
99 Mingchi Lu (East side of Kazimen Plaza)
࣠൯ߑ౽Ԅ੦  ބ�ऽሸ݄ӎײү�

4008002345

Working House 

ӎ܅ࠋ഻
4F, Zifeng Tower, Zhongshan Bei Lu 
ᇗТ੦ሴڊվ༸ܛ༆݄ӎ�-

52360109 
Stylish kitchenware in dark tones, candles and co-
lourful vases or even camera cases; just a few of 
the fascinating products that await in every corner 
of this shop with two other branches in Nanjing.

+RQJ[LQJ�)XUQLWXUH�
��ख݄ӎࡍࡅݛྚޫ
224 Zhongyang Lu ᇗလ੦ބ���

83118005 
Large furniture mall with many shops. Large range 
of prices, styles, etc.

Jinsheng Market  ുϬࠒվ൯ӎ
2 Jianning Lu �
���؛�࣠༸ބ�ᙃ੦౽ܹ༷
9 Wangjinshi (off Changjiang Lu)�
㲢౽ӑ੦ັࣆ൯ ބ��
Daqiao Bei Lu (beside North bus station)�
�ീ࣠൯९౽վొТ੦�ӑТᅧි

58507000
Large indoor market with everything from home 
décor to wires, Christmas trinkets and electronics. 
Cheap but be prepared to bargain.

Jinling Decoration Market

��ሕ൭Ӵ
88 Jiangdong Zhong Lu 
 ��ᇗ੦ײ
86511888
Everything needed for a new home.

/RQJMLDQJ�)ORZHU�0DUNHW� 
��൯ӎ߹߅ੋ
78 Qingliangmen Da Jie  
౪ਊվࢯ� �ބ�
+XJH�ÁRZHU�PDUNHW�ZLWK�SODQWV��FXW�ÁRZHUV��ÀVK�
WDQNV�DQG�ÀVK��SOXV�D�VHOHFWLRQ�RI�JDUGHQLQJ�WRROV�

0RGHUQ�+RXVH�1-��5HPR� ְҥ��
Ground Floor, Lan of mercy and Social Hall, off 
Huaqiao Lu 
ՓРനযᆵพ� ބ��
86555566
www.amodernhouse.com.cn
Copied designer furniture & décor.

Language Training

Foreign Trade & 
Economic Development Agencies

����������1HZ�&RQFHSW�0DQGDULQ
ნݹۈྕ����������
3302, Block A, New Century Plaza, 288 Zhong-
shan Dong Lu
Ϫ༷౽ᇗײ੦���ބĭྕൟ݄ࡈӎ(�������
84872361
www.newconceptmandarin.com
nanjing@newconceptmandarin.com
Local branch of the Hong Kong based Mandarin 
tutoring specialist with 20 years of experience in 
applied linguistic research and teaching.

����������$OOLDQFH�)UDQoDLVH�GH�1DQMLQJ
����������ٍ࣠ნ৻
4F, Qun Lou, 73 Beijing Xi Lu
Т࣠༎੦���ಜශބ�

83598762 / 83598876
www.afnanjing.org
info.nanjing@afchine.org

-(6,(�*RHWKH�/DQJXDJH�&HQWUH
1,:0,��۫֫ნစᇗྗ��
Jiangsu College for International Education, 3rd 
Floor, 205 Shanghai Lu ිീࢥࡅݛც࿘ᄅ�ĭഐݢ

੦���ބ

83335690
www.goethe-slz.js.cn

����������$XVWUDOLDQ�7UDGH�&RPPLVVLRQ  
����������ϗվ৮ીၦໆჼ߾࣠օўԱ��
1163, 11F, World Trade Center, 2 Hanzhong Lu  
���ીၦᇗྗ��Ҳࣀൟדٞބ�ᇗ੦ݹ�൱

84711888 -1163

����������1HWKHUODQGV�%XVLQHVV�6XSSRUW�2IÀFH
��࣠օўԱ߾যીၦդໆჼވ����������
Suite 2316, Building B, 23/F, Phoenix  Plaza, 
1 Hunan Lu
㑨੦݄ࡅݛߨڔބ�ӎ)��Ҳ����൱

84703707

����������%DGHQ�:�UWWHPEHUJ�,QWHUQDWLRQDO��
��߾ቜྀގ࠷ज़ތ࠾ࣤࡅݛЕᇤีڠϠְݛ֫����������
7-3 Dabei Xiang Meiyuan Xin Cun 
ૄ჻ྕհվРཤ�ބ��

84728895

           China-Britain Business Council, Nanjing  
����������ႏᇗીၦྀ߾࣠օўԱ��
Rm 2514-2515, 50 Zhonghua Lu 
ᇗ߇੦���ބ��������൱�

52311740

�����������(XURSHDQ�8QLRQ�&KDPEHU�RI�&RPPHUFH�
������������ᇗݛ߾� �࣠��
30F, 1 Zhujiang Lu ᇰ੦ބ���Ҳ

83627330

�����������&DQDGLDQ�7UDGH�2IÀFH�1DQMLQJ�
��ମվሉ࣠༈օўԱࡎ�����������
#1261, World Trade Centre, 2 Hanzhong Lu
�٤���ીၦᇗྗࣀൟדٞބ�ᇗ੦ݹ 
84704574

Clubs & Charities
          Nanjing International Club 
����������࣠ࡅݛचҎ
www.nanjinginternationalclub.com
A club 500 plus strong in membership and with 
events take place weekly, monthly and annually. 

Nanjing Toastmasters

࣠׃၊ࡍႏნဎ߾चҎ��
www.nanjingtoastmasters.com
Weekly meetings at Hohai University.

+RSHIXO�+HDUWV
www.hopefulhearts.info
Raises funds for medical treatment of children 
with heart conditions.

3IUDQJ�$VVRFLDWLRQ  
߾٢ࠖ��
7-3 Dabei Xiang Meiyuan Xin Cun
ૄ჻ྕհվРཤ�ބ��

84729068
www.pfrang-association.org
Helps sponsor the education of children in poor 
regions of Jiangsu province.

����������%ULWLVK�6FKRRO�RI�1DQMLQJ� 
����������࣠ႏݛ࿘ྲྀ��
Building 2, Jinling Resort, Baijiahu Dong Lu 
ބ�דٞ੦㑨Ѧײ㑨ࡌ

52108987

          Nanjing International School 
����������࣠ࡅݛ࿘ྲྀ��
8 Xueheng Lu, Xianlin College
and University Town  
༾ਧվ࿘Ӵ࿘ޡ੦�ބ

85899111

          EtonHouse Nanjing  
����������ၐࢥࡅݛؠცࠪ��
6 West Songhua Jiang Jie,
Jianye District (near Olympic Stadium) 
࣠൯ෆ߅༎ࢯ�淧౽ĭ॔ϕเТĭބ

ĩᇗ߇ሴᶐ݄ӎТĪᇗ࿘ൔယུ࿘

8669 6778

����������1RYDV�(GXFDWLRQ�0DQDJHPHQW  
����������ຘබࡅݛ��
2405, Building A, New World Centre,
88 Zhujiang Lu 
ᇰ੦��ྕބൟ݄ࣀӎ(Լ����

68858565

Business & Education

International Education

<XHMLDQJ�7RZHU�ᄏ
202 Jianning Lu�ᙃ੦ބ���

Includes the temple, Wanxian pavilion and a great 
view of the Yangtze River.

=KRQJVKDQ�%RWDQLFDO�*DUGHQ�
ᇗᆹ༆჻
Covering over 186 hectares and home to more 
than 3000 plant species.

Shenghua Art Center 

࣠ൄߋၤඔᇗྗ
2 Zhoutai Lu, on Jiangxin Zhou (Grape Island)
��ჸཛྷ჻ބ�ᇥค੦ࢯᇥ૾ුྗ

86333097 86333100
Exhibition of Chinese contemporary art.

Nanjing Drug Art Museum  
Building 22, 12 Dinghuai Men Jie
٤ބ����ᆵԻɌ჻ࣀ�ൟބ��ߑׯ

83752646 
Social experiments between local and foreign artists.

�����������.RUHD�7UDGH�,QYHVWPHQW�SURPRWLRQ�DJHQF\����
�����������վݪીၦሯᆚྞ܌ന࣠օўԱ��
Unit A, 40F, 1 Zhujiang Lu
㲢౽ᇰ੦ބ�ᇰ။ބվ༸��( 
84704574 

*ROGHQ�(DJOH�6KRSSLQJ�&HQWHU 
�Ӵࡅݛ႒
89 Hanzhong Lu ݹᇗ੦� ބ

��������ɤ
Offers a wide selection of clothing, homeware, and 
D�IRUHLJQ�IRRG�VXSHUPDUNHW�RQ�WKH�XSSHU�ÁRRU��
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Groceries

)LHOGV
ZZZ�ÀHOGVFKLQD�FRP��
Shanghai’s premier online grocery store for safe, high 
quality, delicious food delivery to your door. Delivering 
to Nanjing residents every Wednesday with free deliv-
ery for all orders over ¥500.

Nanjing Bakery

www.nanjingbakery.com
Delivery of home made cakes, ready to bake 
pizzas, lasagna etc. plus a range of grocery items 
such as pasta, butter, cheese, sauces and spices. 

+RPH*URFHU&KLQD��
Rm 503, Building 65, Yushuiwan Garden, 169 
Yudao Jie ღ֩ࢯ���჻߅ღණພބ �൱���൱

84400397
www.homegrocerchina.com
Online shopping of premium imported products 
conveniently delivered to your door.

TASTEIT

www.tasteit.cn
Shanghai’s top quality, organic, on line Italian wine 
shop. Delivering to Nanjing each Wednesday.
20% discount by inserting the code 118856.

���������7LPHV�*URFHU\ 
����������ค༅൞��
48 Yunnan Lu  ᄑ੦��ބ

83685530
Compact yet its location close to the home of 
many expats, especially students make this a very 
popular foreign food store with a wide selection of 
imported yet pricy food.

Metro  ઢ֫ੋ��
288 Ningli Lu ᙃᜆ੦���ބ

300 Jianning Lu ༷ܹ౽ᙃ੦ބ���

German hypermarket with a wide selection of 
foreign foods.

&DUUHIRXU  ࡍڦ��
235 Zhongshan Dong Lu
ᇗײ੦���ބ

84658588
The omnipresent French hypermarché with four 
VWRUHV�LQ�1DQMLQJ�DQG�D�ÀIWK��3XNRX��RQ�WKH�ZD\�

57�0DUW  ೖه��
39 Danfeng Jie  
㲢౽֍ࣕ�ބ �ࢯڔТ࣠ײ੦�

83358788 / 83356077
Chinese supermarket with a decent foreign food 
section and three outlets in Nanjing.

Sports

Electronics

Auchan ��
151 Hanzhongmen Da Jie
�੦ײܾࡈࣕ�ބ���ࢯᇗվݹ

86555568
Another French hypermarket with three stores in 
Nanjing.

%+*�0DUNHW
B2 Floor, Aqua City, 1 Jiankang Lu ॊ੦ބ�ණႻ

Ӵׁ༷�Ҳ  

66985066 / 66985068
91 Matai Jie 
જฃބ� ࢯ  

68675666 / 68675699
Features a very large stock of imported goods 
plus fresh organic fruit and veg.

Yaohan City Market 

࣠ϞϮϼ��
Phoenix International Bookmall, 1 Hunan Lu
㑨੦ࡅݛߨڔބ�

Foreign food supermarket.

*6$%  ྕჿЗ�
6-1C16 Block 6 Taiwan Product City, Hexi Dajie
�ฃພଈӴࢯ༎վޒܾ���*��ބ

52360050
Limited selection of imported items from Taiwan 
GLIÀFXOW�WR�ÀQG�HOVHZKHUH�

2UJDQLF�)RRG Ⴝࠗ
Available in many supermarkets and big Chinese 
food markets. Order online at http://shop.njaf.gov.cn.

Oaf]�Gmld]lk

1HZROG�:LQH�:RUOG�俋ϗࣽൟࣀ
Zone B, 1F, New City Mall, 99 Caochangmen Jie
Ҭӎ  ྕބӴ൯݄ӎ၊)౽
86265959 

Aussino Cellar ھࣽࢪ��
Room 109, 198 Zhongshan Dong Lu
ࣽࢪ�࣠൯ᇗײ੦� �ބ�� ൱�

84679799
www.aussino.net

=L\R�:LQHV  ࣠ሴჵࣽࢪ��
18 Mochou Dong Lu ࣠൯淧౽କԛײ੦��ބ�

13770923489 

          Eminence Cellar 

          མෆࣽࢪ��
Inside Wutaishan (oposite to Jin Inn)
Guangzhou Lu ݄ᇤ੦ĭฃเცӎ
66012088 

Chateau Family Cellar ଈሔൟࢪࣽࡍ
16-10 Mochou Hu Dong Lu
କԛ㑨ײ੦�������ބ
87781899 / 13852287767

Jiangsu Jiuchao Distillery ࣼිӜࣽ၄
278 Hongwu Lu
ި੦����ބ�
84404159

Foreign Language Bookstores

Foreign Language Bookstore

ປඈד��
218 Zhongshan Dong Lu (Beside Taiping Nan Lu)
ᇗײ੦���ބӑυࡅݛ�ฆ੦९� 
57713287

;LQKXD�%RRNVWRUHV
דඈ߇ྕ
56 Zhongshan Dong Lu (near Hongwu Lu)
�੦ײϪ༷౽ᇗד९ࢯྕ�����੦ިࣕ�ބ
86645151
54 Hunan Lu (near Matai Jie)
���९ࢯ�જฃބ��౽㑨੦ܥ
83374645

Decathlon  ָऽዋ��
286 Ningli Lu (next to Metro)  
ᙃᜆ੦����؛��ઢ֫ੋބ

Sport Megastore, 9am-9pm

*LDQW ࢶυำ��
178 Zhongshan Bei Lu, opposite the fabric market 
“Bu Bu Bu”  
ᇗТ੦��ބ�

83611227
Largest branch of the popular bike manufacturer.

-LQ[LDQJKH�5G མޒ੦��
The outdoor store street in Nanjing; shops for 
biking, hiking, backpacks, equipment and apparel 
for outdoors.

Deji Plaza ݄֫ࠖӎ��
18 Zhongshan Lu ᇗ੦��ބ

84788066
A premier mall with wide variety of high class 
shops such as Louis Vuitton and Burberry. In-
cludes also a movie theatre. 

Nanjing Aqua City ࣠ණႻӴ��
1 Jiankang Lu ॊ੦ބ�

52233999
Home to many restaurants and western brand 
name shops as well as a cinema and the BHG 
import supermarket.

:DQGD�3OD]D ຫպ݄ӎ
88 Hongwu Lu
Ϫ༷౽ި੦��ݢߑࣕ�ބ੦���
84783706 
98 Jiangdong Zhong Lu
��ބ� ᇗ੦ײ
86805588 / 86805577
Largely occupied by Chinese brands but with an 
increasing number of well known foreign retailers 
in the process of moving in. Includes Walmart out-
lets and large cinema (IMAX in the Hexi location).

*ROGHQ�:KHHO�,Q�&LWL અྕ็ׁ��
8 Hanzhong Lu ݹᇗ੦�ބ

��������ɤ
Many restaurants plus brands such as Sephora, H&M, 
and Timberland, plus the ubiquitous Costa Coffee.

1HZ�&LW\�0DOO ྕӴ൯݄ӎ��
99 Caochangmen Da Jie Ҭӎվބ  ࢯ

86210888
Many brand name shops, restaurants, a yoga 
studio, and a movie theatre.

*UDQG�2FHDQ�'HSDUWPHQW�6WRUH�
վဤϬࠒ��
122 Zhongshan Nan Lu ᇗ੦ބ���

Frequent promotions and many good value food 
stalls the basement.

2ULHQW�'HSDUWPHQW�6WRUH ٢ײӴ��
2 Zhongshan Nan Lu ᇗ੦ބ�

Gucci, Celine and other designer brands.

Suning Electronics ිᙃאఞ
/RFDO�ÀUP�WKDW�LV�QRZ�RQH�RI�&KLQDҋV�ODUJHVW�UHWDLO-
ers for electrical household appliances. Branches 
all over Nanjing.

3URIHVVLRQDO�3KRWRJUDSK\�(TXLSPHQW�0DUNHW
ᅾཕఞғል၄൯ӎ��
3F, Binjiang Friendship Shopping Center, 301 
Jiangdong Bei Lu
ӴೠނႾѦބ���Т੦ײ

Specialists in wedding photography plus equip-
PHQW�DQG�OLJKWLQJ��ÁDVK�HWF�

Camera & photography equipment Market ײ
ᅾғ൯ӎ��

Dongding Plaza, 699 Zhujiang Lu
ᇰ੦�ᅾғ൯ӎײބ  

Widely regarded as the best camera  and equip-
ment market in Nanjing.

0RELOH�6KRSV�RQ�'DQIHQJ�-LH
���൵ࠗࢯڔ֍
Indoor markets specialized in new and second-
hand mobile phones and repairs.

=KXMLDQJ�/X���,7�3URGXFWV  
ᇰ੦�0;Ӊ��
A multitude of stores that selling everything you 
can imagine and more; computers, cameras, MP3 
and MP4 players, iPad, webcams, hard drives, 
DQG�SRUWDEOH�ÁDVK�GULYHV�

=KRQJ\DQJ�/X���9LGHR�*DPHV�
ᇗလ੦א�ሸႻ༬��
Any type of video game for all video game sys-
tems. Also do minor repairs.
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People’s Hospital  ಮ૾၌ᄅ��
300 Guangzhou Lu ݄ᇤ੦ބ�����

83718836
The major western medicine hospital.

<LIHQJ�6XSHU�'UXJVWRUH ၵچվး٤��
159 Hanzhong Lu (west of JS hopsital of TCM) 
���ീᇗ၌ᄅາ༎��ބ ��ᇗ੦ݹ

86795111-825  8am-9pm
English speaking staff.

-LDQJVX�3URYLQFLDO�+RVSLWDO�RI�7&0 
��ീᇗ၌ᄅි
155 Hanzhong Lu ݹᇗ੦����ބ

86617141
The major Chinese medicine hospital.

Jiangsu People’s Hospital  
��ീಮ૾၌ᄅි
300 Guangzhou Lu ݄ᇤ੦ބ����

83718836
The major western medicine hospital.

1DQMLQJ�0DWHUQLW\�DQG�&KLOG�+HDOWKFDUH�+RVSL-
tal ࣠൯ہჄДᄅ��
123 Tianfei Xiang ็ཤބ��� 
84460777
The major maternity hospital in Nanjing.

BEN-Q Hospital ࠖ၌ᄅ��
71 Hexi Da Jie ޒ༎վࢯ�ބ�

58807810
Another popular choice for expats, BENQ is 
staffed by local specialists, with occasional visits 
from Taiwanese doctors.

Dan-De Dental Clinic ֍֫Ԋज़��
D6, 9F, Huawei Mansion, 107 Shigu Lu
ൎܥ੦����+ፐվ༸ ߇ބ

84217177
Centrally located dental clinic with western stan-
dards and several other branches.

KB+ Dental Hospital ॊХࡌ९ీ၌ᄅ��
31 Fujian Lu (Huafu Mansion)  
83433333 / 4001108899
www.kangbeijia.com
-LDQJVXҋV�ÀUVW�GLJLWDO�GHQWDO�KRVSLWDO�

          Nanjing Union Dental Clinic 
����������࣠Ⴞ৻Ԋज़��
1F, Grand Metropark Hotel Nanjing, 
319 Zhongshan Dong Lu ᇗײ੦�� ބ
ໃࣧדࣽࡅݛ၊Ҳ

84818891 / 84808888-6555
dentist@uniondental.cn
Western standard dental care with English lan-
guage.

Property Services

Healthcare

Transportation

Nanjing Train Station

࣠ࠍӢᅧ��
141 Longpan Lu
ྕሔੋᱜ੦ބ���

85822222 (enquiry) 
85824224 (tickets)
www.njstation.com 
Online train timetable and booking, but only in Chinese.

Nanjing South Train Station

࣠ᅧ��
Shuanglong Dadao / Yunan Lu
თ߅ฃ౽ඨੋվ֩პয੦

52414183
Principal stop on the Shanghai to Beijing high 
speed train line.

Nanjing Lukou 

International Airport  

࣠੪९ࠗӎ
Lukou Town, Jiangning District  
ᙃ౽੪९ᆛ
968890 52480499
Serves all parts of the country in additional to direct 
LQWHUQDWLRQDO�ÁLJKWV�WR�*HUPDQ\��-DSDQ�DQG�.RUHD�

Airport Shuttle Bus  
ࠗӎվϠ
¥20
1. East square, Nanjing Railway Station, 221 
LongPan Zhong Lu�࣠ࠍӢᅧ�ੋᱜᇗ੦6 ބ���am-
8.30pm, leaving every 30mins 
2. Nanjing Zhonghua Men Station, 508 Yingtian 
Da Jie ࣠ᇗ߇Ӣᅧ�႓็վࢯ� ,6am-9.00pm ބ��
leaving every 20mins

Nanjing Coach 

Terminals

࣠ӑఢӢᅧ
Coach timetable/ticket enquriy 96196

���������/XIWKDQVD�*HUPDQ�$LUOLQHV
��ර܌४ݼݹݛ֫���������
Reservation Service: 
4008 868 868 (CH,EN)
6DOHV�2IÀFH��5RRP������:RUOG�7UDGH�&HQWHU����
Hanzhong Lu  
� ൟીᇗྗדٞބ�ᇗ੦ݹ�൱�   
Fax: 84722624 
nanjing_lufthansa@dlh.de
Lukou Airport  Int’l Check-in Service - Room 417

         D.T. Travel 
���������վมࡅݛ�མ۞�ੲ⥂༈ܽৠႽན܌ර
22E, Golden Wheel Mansion, 108 Hanzhong Lu 
,��અվ༸ބ���ᇗ੦ݹ

84720097
Ticket Booking: 400 886 1212 (FREE)
4XDOLW\�(QJOLVK�VHUYLFH�WKDW�LQFOXGHV�ÁLJKWV��YLVDV��
hotels and holiday packages.

Services

Travel
����������1DQMLQJ�,QWHUQDWLRQDO�626�&OLQLF� 
�����������࣠6:�ࡅݛ:�ࠬࣿჹᆘ��
1F, Grand Metropark Hotel Nanjing, 
319 East Zhongshan Lu 
ᇗײ੦�� ބໃࣧדࣽࡅݛ�

84802842 (by appt.)
Mon-Fri 9am-6pm, Sat 9am-12noon / 24hr Alarm 
Center: 010 6462 9100
www.internationalsos.com
Western doctors and public pharmacy. Service 
listed in English & Chinese. Multilingual staff: EN/
CN/JP/DE.

          Flossy Care 
��൮Ԋज़ᆘڦ�����������
#105, 1 Huaneng Garden, Taiping Bei Lu
࣠ฆТ੦���߇ބେӴ൯߅჻�Լ���

13951994471 / 84069389
www.025ya.com
Offers all kinds of oral treatments including dental 
implants, crowns or bridges, dental whitening, 
cosmetic dentistry, root canal therapy, orthodon-
tics and more. 100% Bilingual staff with another 
branch in Suzhou.

����������*OREDO�'RFWRU 
��౷၌഻ߔ����������
6 Mochou Hu Dong Lu (next to Shuiximen Da Jie) 
჻��Լ�߅؏ڌቘਫބ�੦ײ淧౽କԛ㑨

86519991 
Emergency Number: 13805174397
www.globaldoctor.com.au
Australian medical company offering primary and 
occupational healthcare plus emergency assis-
tance. Multilingual staff: EN/IT/JP/PT/ES/KO/CN.

+HDOWK�([DPLQDWLRQ�&HQWHU� � 
��၌ܾݛീි
2F, Outpatient dept. of NJUTCM, 282 Hanzhong Lu 
࣠ᇗ၌းվ࿘ᆘҎƱބ���ᇗ੦ݹ

86646068
www.joinmi.com
English speaking staff, diagnosis by imported 
advanced medical technology and treatment by 
Traditional Chinese Medicine. 100% non-invasive. 

1DQMLQJ�(QWUDQFH�DQG�([LW�
,QVSHFWLRQ�DQG�4XDUDQWLQH�%XUHDX 
��ၮऍࡧယࡧԣ࣪ි
1 Baixia Lu Ϫ༷੦ބ�

52345328 / 84456805
Health checks for work permit / visa applications. 

*XORX�+RVSLWDO  ܥ၌ᄅ��
321 Zhongshan Lu ᇗ੦ބ����

83304616
The major trauma hospital (24 hr).

1DQMLQJ�&KLOGUHQҋV�+RVSLWDO 
࣠൯ـ၌ᄅ��
72 Guangzhou Lu ݄ᇤ੦��ބ�

83117500

����������6XQ�+RPHV�5HDO�(VWDWH�
����������࣠ᇗษ٤ӉࣤࡈሮႽན܌ර��
Room 1901, Xinghan Mansion, 180 Hanzhong Lu
࣠൯ݹᇗ੦��ݹྚބ�վ༸� ��൱

51860592 / 5186 0590
www.shre.com.cn
sunhome@shre.com.cn
Pre-move Consulting, orientation programs, home 
search service, settling-in programs and vehicle 
OHDVLQJ��%UDQFK�RIÀFHV�LQ�:X[L�DQG�6X]KRX��

���������&URZQ�5HORFDWLRQV�
��ර܌ᄖօৠႽནࠒࡅݛĪݛϫĩᇗࡉ����������
Rm 1908, Block B, New Century Plaza, 
1 Taiping Nan Lu 
ฆ੦ྕބ�ൟ݄ࡈӎ)� ��൱

84541017
Provides moving services, school search, intercul-
tural services and a host of departure and destina-
tion services for relocating employees, expatriates, 
diplomats and private customers.

3KRHQL[�,QWHUQDWLRQDO�%RRN�0DOO 
��ඈӴࡅݛߨڔ
1 Hunan Lu
�ϞϮϼ�ࣕᇗလ੦ބ�౽�੦ܥ
83657000 / 83657111

Chunjie365

www.chunjie365.com
cs@chunjie365.com
58933356  
Online shopping site with English version that offers fun 
and unique gifts from the US and Asia with the ability to 
engrave or personalise for that special someone. 

Online Shopping

1DQMLQJ�=KRQJKXDPHQ�&RDFK�7HUPLQDO 
࣠ᇗ߇ӑఢӢቁᅧ��
508 Yingtian Da Jie
႓็վࢯ�ބ��

52418504

Nanjing North-Central Coach Terminal

࣠ᇗТӑॢᄖᇗྗ��
160 Huahongcun
߅ޫ౽ߑհ��ބ�

1DQMLQJ�=KRQJ\DQJPHQ�&RDFK�7HUPLQDO 
࣠ᇗလӑఢӢቁᅧ��
1 Jianning Lu
ބ�ᙃ੦

85531288
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Legal

Pets
Amy Hao Hao Pet Care

ρᔴނނ
18 Nantai Xiang Xi (off Wang Fu Da Jie) ຮڱվࢯ
ฃཤ༎��ބ

84203097 / 13952034351
Professional cat and dog grooming service run by 
D�ORFDO�1DQMLQJ�JLUO�ZKR�VSHDNV�ÁXHQW�(QJOLVK��

Tom Dog Pet Center

ปଢܘԕ༆ᇗྗ
1 Shanghai Lu ഐݢ੦ބ�

86662858
Pet stayover and dog walking service, retail outlet 
and English speaking staff. 

Nanjing Veterinary Station  
࿆࣠ବൽ၌ᅧԕ༆ቁ၌ᄅ
448 Longpan Zhong Lu
ੋᱜᇗ੦���ބ

84484781
Major centre for vet services and vaccinations.

Media Production - Design - Photography
����������6LQR&RQQH[LRQ
����������࣠ڦޗߌԶႽན܌ර��
14F, Building 1, World Times Square, 8 Dongbao Lu
����օ็ׁ݄ӎ�Լބ�З੦ײ౽ܥ൱

84718617 / 13851522275
www.sinoconnexion.com
info@sinoconnexion.com
International award winning professional foreign 
owned video and media production company with 
25 plus years experience, and 19 years of work in 
China. Advertising agency services also available.

���������92=�'HVLJQ
�����������ႃഩࡁ��

2IÀFH������6XQRQJ�%XLOGLQJ������0RFKRX�/X
କԛ੦����୲վ༸ිބ��൱�������

85520158 / 180 6168 5196 / 159 5057 5174
www.vozdesign.com
contact@vozdesign.com
Profesional marketing oriented graphic design and 
brand development. No copies, no templates, only 
creativity and lots of brain juice. Mediocrity is a 
GHFHDVH�ZH�ÀJKW�HYHU\GD\�

Nicolas Harter Photography

137 7076 1603
www.nicolasharter.com
A French photographer specialising in wedding, 
commercial and event photography, and author 
RI�SKRWR�ERRN�´$IULFD�6TXDUHµ��D�SURÀOH�RI�$IULFDQ�
artists at the 2010 Shanghai Expo.

Phrejphotos Photography

1377 099 9175
www.phrejphotos.com
Photographic services offered. Product shots, 
portraiture and more.

Faith Houses

1DQMLQJ�,QWHUQDWLRQDO�&KULVWLDQ�)HOORZVKLS
Ramada Hotel, 45 Zhongshan Bei Lu
࣠ᇗ੦����דࣽ߇պᙣ્߇�࣠ބ

Sundays 9:30am to 11:30am
Foreign passport holders only. English service. Trans-
lation available in Chinese, French and Spanish.

,FDLVH�&RSLHU�5HQWDO  ࣠οज़ඹીႽན܌ර��
Huashan Hotel, Zhujiang Lu, Nanjing 
࣠ᇰ੦߇ٞד

6866505
www.icaise.com
icaise@126.com
Photocopier and shredder rental, in all sizes 
including those for industrial use. Other branches 
in Suzhou, Kunshan and Shanghai.

Interpreter & Translation Service

Professional interpreter with extensive Sino-foreign 
business background
13002512862
nanjing.interpreter@gmail.com

Satellite TV Installation Service

13770323459
nanjingstv@gmail.com

%RWWOHG�:DWHU�'HOLYHU\�6HUYLFH
By Coca-Cola Nanjing 
4008282288 (Free)
Mineral water, pure water, water machine clean-
ing. 

Lustre Cobbler দබำோཿྱ൭
Golden Eagle Shopping Center, 89 Hanzhong Lu  
��ࡅݛ႒ބ �ᇗ੦ݹ
Central Department Store, 79 Zhongshan Nan Lu
ᇗ੦���ᇗလӎބ 

Hong Bang Tailor 
ޫЁҒڑ��
18 Nanxiu Cun, Shanghai Lu ഐݢ੦ྶհ��ބ

The tailor of choice for many a Nanjing 
expat.

Miscellaneous

3DWKZD\V�6SD�	�/LIHVW\OH�&OXE
ၒ:WH഻ܾ߾ࠋ��

13F, Tian’an International Building, 
98 Zhongshan Nan Lu ᇗ੦ �ބ��
84540166
www.pathway-spa.com
Lifestyle club consisting of a dedicated spa area 
with private treatment rooms, Thai Massage room 
and Foot Massage room. Other facilities include 
yoga and meditation rooms, sky garden lounge 
and private function rooms.

)ORZ�63$ Գi็ׁ��

46 Xijia Datang, Ming Cheng Hui (200m north of 
Xuanwu Lake’s Jiefang Gate) 
Ӵࠀ༎ࡍվผ��ބ
57718777
Hours: 10.30am-10.00pm
Sino-German joint venture.12 luxurious single and 
twin private suites for men & women. 

6KRXMLD�0HGLFDO�	�+HDOWK�&HQWHU  ൵ࡌχ��

136 Changjiang Lu ӑ੦��� ބ
84702129
Various types of massage with blind masseurs.

Facial-Spring  Յᆵჿ્ೀᇗྗ��

28-1 Dashiqiao, Danfeng Jie  ֍ࢯڔվൎొ��ބ��
83604422
Various packages available including face, neck 
and shoulder massage.

2QH=R  Յᆵჿ્ೀᇗྗ��

400 Zhongshan Nan Lu  ᇗ੦���
85861099
Upmarket spa with a focus on TCM catering for 
CEO types.

Leisure & Sports
Massage & Spa

����������3LFR]]L�	�0RULJL�/DZ�)LUP 
�����������ၱվ৮ۢࠖକৢࠥൡ༈��

A4, 21F, Golden Eagle, 69 Hanzhong Lu 
࣠൯Ϫ༷౽ݹᇗ੦� �ބ႒ࡅݛӴ��(�

86556731 
nanjing@picozzimorigi.it
www.picozzimorigi.cn
www.picozzimorigi.com 
,WDOLDQ�ODZ�ÀUP�RSHUDWLQJ�LQ�&KLQD�VLQFH������DQG�
licensed by the Ministry of the Justice with two 
UHSUHVHQWDWLYH�RIÀFHV�LQ�1DQMLQJ�DQG�6KDQJ-
hai. Provides legal services in English, French, 
Chinese, Spanish, Italian and German with special 
regard to investing in China, M&A, labour law, IPR 
protection and cross border dispute.

����������'DFKHQJ�/DZ�2IÀFHV
����������վӶൡ༈��
2F, 72 Beijing Xi Lu
�Т࣠༎੦�ݛތܓಮ૾߇ᇗބ�

83755108
nanjing.dachenglaw.com
Hongliang.Hu@dachenglaw.com
Ranked #1 in Asia by size, with branches in 26 
countries and all over China. Nanjing branch is 
ranked #1 in Jiangsu Province (EN/CH/ES/JP/KO).

-HIIUH\�:DQJ
ᇗႇĩ࣠Īൡ༈��
8F, Jincheng Tower, 216 Longpan Zhong Lu
࣠൯ੋᱜᇗ੦����ބ

13605182614 / 58785588 / 58788688
wyz_jeff@163.com
Business lawyer with more than ten years legal 
SUDFWLFH�LQ�1DQMLQJ�SOXV�ÁXHQW�(QJOLVK�DQG�NQRZO-
edge in both legal and business areas. 
 

Training & Coaching

MTI Nanjing 
#1402, Building 1, World Times Square, 8 Dongbao Lu 
օ็ׁ݄ӎ�Լ����൱ބ�З੦ײ

84714552   
www.mticonsulting.com 
Provides HR coaching and training solutions, com-
bining international standards with local market 
needs. The MTI team supports companies of all 
VL]HV�DQG�EUDFKHV�IURP�D�QHZ�RIÀFH�LQ�1DQMLQJ�

Dan Clarke    
www.lets-get-happy.com 
Nanjing based lifecoach offering advice on how to 
become happier and less stressed, plus ways to 
improve your life.

JESIE Corporate Training 
��చ၄னࡅݛࢥි
Suite 210, 205 Shanghai Lu
࣠൯ഐݢ੦����൱܌����Ͽބ�

����������&05�&RUSRUDWH�3URSHUW\�	�5HORFDWLRQ�
�����������࣠ޅઢ٤ׁӉሮ��
12C1, Jinlun Mansion, 108 Hanzhong Lu 
અվ༸��*�ބ���ᇗ੦ݹ

84701658
www.cmrchina.com
Complete relocation service to multinational com-
panies, with additional services including driver’s 
license and import/export of pets.

.XDQ(XP+XL�.RUHDQ�%XGGKLVW�&OXE�
ܼႃ߾࣠ݪಮ߾ࢥڕ��
1703, Building 2, Fuli Shanzhuang 
���৩ሔھ��൱ 
13222018582  
Service: 11:00am

Shigulu Catholic Church ൎܥ੦็ᇾࢥพ
112 Shigu Lu ൎܥ੦ބ�����
84706863
Korean service: Sat 4.30pm
English/Chinese Service: Sun 4.30pm

7KH�&KXUFK�RI�-HVXV�&KULVW�
RI�/DWWHU�'D\�6DLQWV�
Jingli Hotel, 7 Beijing Xi Lu 
Т࣠༎੦���ד৩ࣽࣞބ
Mormon service, Sun at 10am
Foreign passport holders only.
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Art & Culture

Cinema (call for English language availability)

;LQMLHNRX�,QWHUQDWLRQDO�&LQHPD�LQ�'HML�3OD]D  
݄֫ࠖӎྕࢯ९ႝࡅݛӴ
18 Zhongshan Lu  
ᇗ੦��݄ࠖ֫ބӎ�

84797700

Nanjing Shangying International Cinema  
࣠ഐႝႝࡅݛӴ
New City Mall, 99 Caochangmen Da Jie  
�Т੦ײӴ൯݄ӎ��ࣕྕੋބ  ࢯ౽Ҭӎվܥ

86223345 / 862240908

$TXD�&LW\�+HQJGLDQ�&LQHPD�&LW\
࣠ණႻӴႝࡅݛדޠӴ
4F, Aqua City, 1 Jiankang Lu�ॊ੦ބ�ණႻӴ��

82233599

          Masala Kitchen

�����������ઙঠႎ؏Ҝ๗�ࣽϜ���
A05, No 12 Xian Yin Bei Lu, Xianlin
࣠൯ః༱౽༾皛Т੦ބ��ײ၄݄ӎ(��
84448858
masala_kitchen@live.com
Well known for its blend of vegetarian and meat 
dishes plus savory Tandoori oven dishes and 
exotic curries cooked fresh by a chef with over 
20 years of experience in his hometown of 
+\GHUDEDG��$OVR�RIIHUV�D�ÀQH�VHOHFWLRQ�RI�LPSRUWHG�
wines and beers.

          Taj Mahal 

����������คࠢઙଈႎ؏ਠৠ������
117 Fengfu Lu
ބ���੦ھچ
84214123 
189 Shanghai Lu ഐݢ੦�� ބ
83350491
Established in 2003, the Taj Mahal Indian Restaurant 
made a name for itself by offering a great variety and 
exotic blend of high quality authentic Indian cuisine 
that it continues to this day, making it forever popular 
with the foreign community.

.RKLQRRU�5HVWDXUDQW 
ज़ၐقҜ๗��
2F, Ramada Hotel, 45 Zhongshan Bei Lu 
ᇗТ੦����דࣽ߇պᙣ્߇ބ
83122522
Vegetarian and non-vegetarian curries made in 
the original unimitable style of Indian and Pakistani 

Indian Cuisine

or the seafood linguine cooked in spicy tomato 
sauce. Asian must-trys also include Hainanese 
chicken rice and laksa.

.H]LJXOL�0XVOLP�5HVWDXUDQW�
ॠርܦ৩Ҝ๗��
53 Wangfu Da Jie 
ຮڱվࢯ��ބ�
85981468 
A delicious change from the standard Chinese 
cuisine: spicy noodles, potatoes, chicken and lamb 
dishes. Xinjiang performance.

6LON�5RDG�0RVOHP�5HVWDXUDQW�
Ԟᆵ੦ଭබਧҜ๗��
260 Guangzhou Lu
݄ᇤ੦��ބ�
83705680
Some stay away, since it is not obvious that Silk Road 
has an English menu, with photos to boot. Signature 
dish boiled lamb chop and homemade yoghurt 
with raisins are among the must-trys in a colourfully 
decorated environment accompanied by Uigur music.

,VWDQEXO�7XUNLVK�&DIH�
ᆦד٭٠़��
209 Shanghai Lu
ഐݢ੦�� ބ
83309030
A range of Turkish and Vietnamese food, including 
Turkish "pizza", kebabs, wraps, freshly made 
yoghurt, and some desserts. All food is halal. No 
smoking section available. 

Pho Saigon

��คվҜ๗ދ
2F, Huanya Plaza, 33 Shigu Lu
Ϫ༷౽ൎܥ੦ߔބ��݄ӎ�
84465722
Popular fare includes Vietnamese style noodles 
(pho) and others such as vegetarian dishes and 
seafood as well as the standard beef, pork, chicken 
and duck selections. Mains range from ¥26-50. 

Golf

6RÀWHO�=KRQJVKDQ�*ROI�5HVRUW
ᇚۢڗقचҎ
7 Huanling Lu ߔ੦�ބ

84606666

1DQMLQJ�+DUYDUG�*ROI�&OXE
࣠ᅺڗقۢࡅݛھचҎ
176 Zhenzhu Jie, Pukou
࣠൯९౽ᆍᇰࢯ���ބ

58853333

*LQJNR�/DNH�*ROI�&OXE�ႇྦ㑨ۢڗقचҎ
1 Guli Yinxing Hu ᙃ౽ৢܩႇྦ㑨ބ�

86139988

���������<DQORUG�7RZHU�&OXE� 
����������ಭࡅݛޢचҎ��
116 Lushan Lu
࣠൯淧౽੦���ބ

87765111
www.yanlordtowerclub.com
A wide range of leisure and entertainment facilities.

2O\PSLF�&HQWXU\�6WDU�,FH�6NDWLQJ�&OXE��
ϕเൟ߉ྚࡈѪचҎ� 
222 Jiangdong Zhong Lu (Inside Olympic Center)
ϕเᇗྗބ���ᇗ੦ײ

86690465 / 86690467

Nanjing North Star Ice Skating Club

࣠Тࠦྚ߉ѪचҎ��
Qinhuai Sports Center, 
20 Pingjiangfu Lu
ߑ౽ڱ੦ބ��

52200031

1LQWK�&LW\�%LOOLDUGV  Ӵ߅൜ሗ౷��
1912 District, 52 Taiping Bei Lu 
ฆТ੦�౽ࢯ�� �ބ�

84504303     
1pm till late. ¥15/hr in the afternoon.

1DQMLQJ�/HLQLDR�3DUDJOLGLQJ�&OXE
࣠ଡ଼߉ཝೢचҎ��
Wutaishan Sport Center Tennis Stadium  
࣠൯ฃเცᇗྗັ౷ܾ

84458450 / 15335179782

.OHLQ�%LOOLDUGV ॠদؾฃ౷��
135 Hongwu Lu ި੦���ބ

51587158 

=KRQJVKDQ�6KRRWLQJ�&OXE 
ᇗഥࠔचҎ��
12 Lifu Jie
Ϫ༷౽ৡބ��ࢯڱ

84615141
6KRWJXQ��ULÁH�DQG�SLVWRO�VKRRWLQJ��LQWR�WKH�FLW\�ZDOO�

&KDQJTLQJ�7DHNZRQGR ӑᴰಐܾ֩��
145 Zhongshan Dong Lu 
㲢౽ᇗײ੦���ބ

84541055

.DUDWH�(LIXXNDLNDQ ४൵֩ႝ֩ڌӎ 
96 Yushi Jie ა൯ࢯ � ބ
52989189 

Pisarev Ballet йਡڗϘৌ࿘ྲྀ�� 
B901 Junlin International Mansion, 5 Guangzhou 
Lu ݄ᇤ੦� ��൱ (ࡅݛऴਪބ
86975095 

Daoshun Archery ֩ ධഥ
Wutaishan Sports Centre, 173 Guangzhou Lu
݄ᇤ੦�����ฃเცᇗྗބ�

51888882

          Wan Yan Shi Beauty Salon

����������ຣဆ൮્ೀੋ��

Room 108, Building 2, 9 Wenfan Lu
ٛ੦ ބ�Լ���൱

85791042

VS Philosophy Hair Salon 
࿎ৠ્ه��

6F, Deji Plaza ݄֫ࠖӎ�

84763486

Nail Bar ᆿρ્ࡒ��

44 Wangfu Da Jie 
ຮڱվ84209596 ބ��ࢯ

6ZHHW�/RYH�LQ�1DLOV�ᆿ૩ნ��

89 Shanghai Lu  
ഐݢ੦� ބ

Beauty

1DQMLQJ�$UW�DQG�&XOWXUDO�&HQWHU�
࣠ߌၤඔᇗྗ��

101 Changjiang Lu ӑ੦ބ���

84797920 
Regular large-scale shows by professional Chi-
nese and foreign performers. 

-LDQJQDQ�����1LXGD�7KHDWUH 
���୬պञӎ��

5 Yanling Xiang ငਵཤ�ބ

84419786 
Weekend Chinese modern small theater shows. 

1DQMLQJ�$UW�$FDGHP\�&RQFHUW�+DOO�
࣠ၤඔ࿘ᄅႃ๗��

15 Huju Lu घТ੦��ބ

83498249
Irregular performances by Chinese and overseas 
students and faculty. 

Jiangsu Kunqu Theater যᄂञӎ��

4 Chaotian Gong Ӝ็ބ�܍

84469284 
Live performance of Kunqu opera.

Gyms & Sports

���������7KH�/REE\�5HVWDXUDQW�DW�)UDVHU�6XLWHV�
������������ಭ܌ࡅݛ۶ു߱ޢჭվพҜ๗��
116 Lushan Lu
ބ���淧౽੦
86268888 Ext. 643
Sink your teeth into mouth-watering delights such 
as tender-grilled rib-eye steak, roasted chicken, 

Food & Drinks

Asian Cuisine
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Japanese Cuisine

:DGRXUDNX
��ಸЯऊࣽ֩ތ
121 Shigu Lu 
ൎܥ੦ބ���
84465760 
Patronised by many from Nanjing’s Japanese 
community, and largely thought of as the genuine 
Japanese experience in Nanjing.

Tairyo Teppanyaki վდ๕ϸ
57 Zhongshan Lu 
ᇗ੦����ބ
84729518
54 Taiping Bei Lu (in 1912)
ฆТ੦���ৢ�� �ĭᄥބ�
84458310
3 Kunlun Lu
ঘઇ੦ބ���
58850588
Famous for its special offer: ¥180 for all you can 
eat and all you can drink, including sushi, sashimi, 
sake, beer, and everything on the menu.

Korean Cuisine

)XGHIDQJ ٠֫ڦ�� 
6 Taoguxincun, Hankou Lu
�ބ�հྕܩ९੦ะݹ
83312091

Ke Jia Fu फ़ڦࡍ �
38 Nanyingyangying (near Ninghai Lu)
���੦ݢᙃࣕ�ބ��౽ႄဥ႗ܥ
83314283

Vegetarian

7KH�*UHHQ�)LHOG�²�9HJHWDULDQ�5HVWDXUDQW
ဿམሾܾ��
1F Zhengyang Building, 56 Yudao Jie
ღ֩ࢯ��ᆦဥվ༸၊ބ
6661 9222
A wide selection of creative dishes and plenty of 
fresh vegetables along with special drinks and teas.

Pure Lotus ࣩྗৼ��
1 Section C, Shuimuqinhuai, 99 Shitoucheng Lu
ൎӴ੦  ބණބ�౽*ߑ
83752306

/Y/LX-Y��/LYLQJ�E\�*UHHQ�:LOORZ��ऊҚܾ��
248 Taiping Nan Lu (near Changfu Jie)
ฆ੦���ބ����ࣕӐࢯڱ�
86643644

Nail Jazz Bar

��ሸϜ
10 Luolang Xiang (200m south of the Sheraton)
ઍཤ৳��ބ��බ৮ࣽד���
8653 2244
A relaxed bar that offers a wide variety of imported 
beers with a cozy upstairs and a more open 
downstairs, complete with stage and foosball table.

          Blue Marlin 
����������ాაႃҜ๗
8 Changjiang Hou Jie, 1912
࣠൯㲢౽ӑࢯ�ބ� ��ࣽϜࢯ��
84537376
Liyuan Zhong Lu, Jiangning (near Baijia Lake) 
৮ჿᇗ੦��Ϭࡍ㑨ࣕۀ���
523932890
Yadong Plaza, 12 Xianyin Bei Lu 
༾皛Т੦ބ���݄ײӎ��
One of the more established hangouts in Nanjing 
that offering quality drinks plus German and 
European dishes. Happy hour from 4-7pm. 

Bebbis

Ϭйඹ��
�VW�ÁRRU��2ULHQW�'HSDUWPHQW�6WRUH����=KRQJVKDQ�
Nan Lu
ᇗ੦٢ײބ�Ӵ�
84730121
Interesting Fondue experience.

         Cosima

����������फ़༎ઙ��
120 Shanghai Lu (near to Hankou Lu)
ഐݢ੦ބ���
��������
Famous for being the smallest restaurant in the 
city, serving up a variety of Spanish food, including 
good tapas, pizza and a nice variety of wine. 
Outdoor seating expands the capacity of the 
UHVWDXUDQW�FRQVLGHUDEO\�

         Talking, Talking 2, Talking 4

༎Ҝ๗ߍ؛����������
Room 101, 9 Pei De Li, 
Ninghai Lu
ᙃݢ੦ன֫ৢ ބ���൱��
83200844
Jinyin Street
��ࢯႇ
83323969
Offers a surprisingly large variety of beers and 
liquors, as well as a good selection of food. Open 
������DP�XQWLO�ODWH��WHQGLQJ�WR�ÀOO�XS�DW�QLJKW�WLPH�

'RQ�4XL[RWH 
พࠥጧ֫Ҝ๗იࣽϜ��
39 Chengxian Street, 
off Zhujiang Lu
ᇰ੦Ӷགބ �ࢯ
83359517
Bar that doubles as a Spanish restaurant. Live 
band upstairs when the kitchen closes; large 
screen plasma TV and video games downstairs.

          Sancho Panza 

�����������֦พࠥጧ֫��
173 Guangzhou Lu, Wutaishan Stadium North 
gate (take the stairs to the right)
݄ᇤ੦�����ĭฃเცӎТվބ�
ĩແۢڗق౷ӎ༎үฃࢰഐĪ
$����ÁRRU�EDU�IHDWXULQJ�OLYH�PXVLF��SRRO��IRRG�DQG�
quality eats plus a fully-stocked bar. 

          Ciao Italia 
�����������ၱނվ৮
193-2 Shigu Lu (outside Sunglow Bay near the 
Sheraton) ൎܥ੦� ބ�����
86608807

O]kl]jf�:Yjk���J]klYmjYflk

����������6WXGLR����*ULOO�5HVWDXUDQW
����������ิ્��
193 Shigu Lu (behind the Sheraton) 
ൎܥ੦� ބ��ൎܥພ્ྰཅࢯ౽�
86795269 / 13072525212
:LWK�JHQXLQH�(XURSHDQ�ÁDYRXUV��JULOOHG�PHDW�
and seafood specialties, Studio 21 also offers 
renowned home made desserts, all in an elegant 
and relaxing atmosphere. Special Set Lunch Menu 
with prices from ¥38 and specials for student 
and teachers, plus live music every Friday and 
Saturday during dinner.

          Shakira

����������༹ᠷঠ��
271 Zhongshan Dong Lu (Hanfu Jie/Changbai Jie)
ᇗײ੦��ބ�
87716798
Touted as a Global Music Restaurant, Shakira fea-
WXUHV�IRXU�ÁRRUV�ZLWK�D�GLVWLQFWO\�GLIIHUHQW�WKHPH�DQG�
YLEH��0RVW�DWWUDFWLYH�LV�WKH�IRXUWK�ÁRRU�URRIWRS�EDU�

          Myth Bar

����������ૢϜ��
60-6 Jiangsu Lu
�੦ි���
83307877
Up-scale drinking and entertainment centre. 
Featuring live music, an Italian DJ, pool table and 
draught beers, Myth also features regular parties 
that draw large numbers of foreign patrons.

����������'DQQ\ҋV�,ULVK�5HVWDXUDQW�	�3XE
����������֍ୌtρقযҜ๗ࣽϜ��
4F, Sheraton Nanjing, 169 Hangzhong Lu
�דබ৮ࣽބ ��ᇗ੦ݹ
8666 8888 7775
Quality hotel dinners in addition to being a good 
place to sit and chat. Live performances and TV 
sport. Open from 6 pm.

          C-Lounge

����������ᠴࣽ��
237 Zhongshan Dong Lu (back of the Central 
Hotel)
ᇗײ੦����ד�ᇗလٞބ
An altogether more ambient vibe from the people 
who brought us Castle Bar, differentiating itself 
with Chinese nostalgia themed events and parties. 

          La Cantina 
          ࣠ूਡࣽ၄Ⴝན܌ර��
#2-7 East Nantai Xiang (off Wangfu Da Jie)
ฃཤײ���ބ
58787665 / 13813842543
Drink, unwind, and linger amid a considerable 
selection of Italian wine. Dine in one of the back 
room booths on antipasti, pizza, and pasta. 

Tony Music Bar

࣠ຉୌࣽϜ��
6 Jinxianghe Lu
མޒ੦��ބ
84068176
Hangout that captures an elusive quality in the 
RIWHQ�LQGHÀQDEOH�SHUVRQD�WKDW�PDNHV�RQH�IHHO�
immediately at home amid new surroundings and 
completely as one with total strangers.

The BASSMENT

140 Guangzhou Lu (in the bassment of the 
Suiyuan building)
݄ᇤ੦ބ���჻վڽ၊Ҳ�
13951648378
Before midnight, a cocktail bar type vibe. After 12 
LV�WLPH�WR�GDQFH�WKH�QLJKW�DZD\��/LYH�'-V�HYHU\�
night. Doors open at 8.

cuisine prepared by chefs brought especially from 
the mystery lands.

3XQMDEL�5HVWDXUDQW 
Яйႎ؏Ҝ๗��
2 Shizi Qiao, Hunan Lu
�੦േሸొބ��
83245421
A well-established Indian restaurant in Nanjing 
offering traditional Kadhais, Murghs, Masalas and 
Vindaloos in addition to more familiar Chinese 
dishes. Free delivery within 3 kilometres.

����������+LPDOD\D�1HSDOHVH�	�,QGLDQ�5HVWDXUDQW
����������༧જঠୌ҃قႎ؏Ҝ๗��
193 Shigu Lu (behind the Sheraton)
ൎܥ੦� ބ��
8666 1828
Himalaya is a very popular restaurant serving a 
variety of Nepali and Indian foods in a setting as 
authentic and inspired as the dishes themselves. 
English menu, English speaking staff, free delivery 
ZLWKLQ���NLORPHWUH��:LÀ�DYDLODEOH�
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          Les 5 Sens 
����������༎Ҝ๗��
52-1 Hankou Lu
ࣕ॔������९੦ݹ࣠վ࿘
83595859
A surprisingly inexpensive French restaurant. 
Homemade traditional French dishes (set menu 
and à la carte available) for lunch and dinner in a 
friendly atmosphere.

          Jimmy's

����������ࠥধϜ��
193 Shigu Road (inside Sunglow Bay 
near the Sheraton) 
ൎܥ੦� ބ�
86792599
www.jimmysnj.com
American-owned sports bar offering satellite 
sports, a very well stocked bar that includes a 
large variety of whisky, plus most famously, pizza.

          61 House 
����������੬൏။ބҜ๗��
61 Hankou Xi Lu 
ބ��९੦ݹ
83205979 / 13851434386
)RUPHU�ERPE�VKHOWHU�WKDW�LV�QRZ�D�VLJQLÀFDQW�VWRS�
on the live music circuit in China for international 
bands."

����������%HKLQG�WKH�:DOO 
����������ջϋଖ༎۪Ҝ๗��
150 Shanghai Road (in Nanxiu Cun)
ഐݢ੦����ᄥྶհބ�
83915630
One of the oldest bars in Nanjing with one 
RI�WKH�ÀQHVW�WHUUDFHV�LQ�WKH�FLW\��/LYH�PXVLFDO�
performances go well with strong sangria and beer.

          Jack's Place

ॠׁ٢༎Ҝ๗����������
35 Wang Fu Da Jie 
ຮڱվࢯ����ބ
84206485
160 Shanghai Lu
࣠ഐݢ੦����ބ�
83323616
Humble yet honest, Jack's Place has tellingly been 
around Nanjing for around 15 years, serving up 
Italian favourites popular with expats and locals alike. 

          Potato Bistro 
����������જਸ਼ඌ��
5*301 Kangqiao Sheng Fei, 9 Wenfan Road, 
Xianlin University Area
༾ਧվ࿘Ӵᄂ੦ ބ
85791293
A bistro based on green, organic, fresh foods and 
authentic tastes within a quiet environment. A 150 
square metre outdoor BBQ balcony is also available. 

          Vanilla Sky 
����������མҬ็४��
4-4 Taoguxincun, off Shanghai Road
ഐݢ੦ะྕܩհބ���
83202884
Pizzas, pastas, steaks and salads at reasonable 
prices; a cozy atmosphere keeps many customers 
coming back.

����������%HOOLQL�,WDOLDQ�%DU�	�5HVWDXUDQW
����������Х৩ୈၱ൜Ҝ๗��
1-106, 9 Wenfan Lu, Xianlin 
վ࿘Ӵٛ੦ ބ�Į���൱
85791577
Stylish and elegant yet easy in which to relax. Many 
dishes and drinks are unique in Nanjing. Reservations 
are advised.

Boston Chips

ѷ൞ؠᅑّ็��
New City Mall, Hexi 
༎ྕӴ൯݄ӎޒ
Boardwalk food, such as hotdogs, tater tots, mashed 
potatoes, onion rings, and chicken fillets, including 
BBQ and Cajun styles. Two other locations in Nanjing.

Bakery & Café

����������6N\ZD\V 
����������ᄑᇗד
160 Shanghai Road ഐݢ੦����ބ�
83317103
A18, Yadong Commercial Plaza, 12 Xianyin Bei Lu 
༾皛Т੦ބ���݄ײӎ(��൱��
85791391
Breads, made-to-order sandwiches, cakes, 
chocolates, desserts, plus a fair selction of 
imported deli items such as cheese and salami. 
Large cakes and pies can also be pre-ordered.

����������6FXOSWLQJ�LQ�7LPH�&DIp�
ܾ٭ॡ़݃ך�����������
2F, 47 Hankou Lu ݹ९੦�����ބ
83597180
32 Dashiba Jie (Confucius Temple East Gate)
ߑ౽վൎϦބ��ࢯĩڗሸૺײĪ�
Pleasant coffee house atmosphere, along with 
EUXQFK��FRFNWDLO�KRXUV��ÀOP�VFUHHQLQJV�SOXV�ZLGHO\�
known brownies. Confucious temple branch balcony 
offers romantic evening views over the Qinhuai river.

������������&RIIHH�
��ܾ٭़ބ������������
82-1 Shanghai Lu
ഐݢ੦�ބ���
83244617 / 83311505
$Q�XSSHU�ÁRRU�OLEUDU\�KDV�DUW��GHVLJQ�DQG�
photography books and magazines. Balcony 
affords a nice view of Shanghai Lu.

����������*RGRW
V�+RPH
��ܾ٭़ד֭اۭ����������
���5HU_P\J\U��VMM�:OHUNOHP�3\�
ྶհބ��
86637484
A beautifully designed, relaxed café off Hankou 
Lu serving a great range of coffee, tea and food 
in a cozy atmosphere. Opening hours/days are 
somewhat haphazard.

����������)LVK�7DQN�&RIIHH�
����������ა़ུܾۚ٭��
Cinna Lane, 400 Zhongshan Nan Lu
ᇗ੦ބ����༌ৢࢯ౽
52204469
High-quality coffee beans, freshly sterilized milk, as 
well as a variety of delicately created special drinks, 
served up in a stylish interior.

Over 140 authentic Italian specialties, including 
30 varieties of pizza that are considered some of 
Nanjing's best. Free delivery is available.

          Pisa Pizza

����������й྄ၴၱ൜༎Ҝ๗��
81-8 Shanghai Road 
ഐݢ੦����ބ
1580 517 7575
3LVD�3L]]D�KDV�D�UHSXWDWLRQ�IRU�VHUYLQJ�XS�WKH�ÀQHVW�
SL]]D�LQ�WKH�FLW\��VWUDLJKW�IURP�WKH�ZRRG�ÀUHG�RYHQ�

���������&RXQWU\�5RDG
����������ᄇݱi֍ڕ��
20-1 Nanxiucun 
ྶհބ����
87776422
With pasta, pizza, steak, coffee, wine, music and 
books, Country Road is both popular and elegant.

����������%OXH�6N\�([SDW�%DU�	�*ULOO
����������ϗ༎Ҝ๗��
77 Shanghai Lu 
ഐݢ੦��ބ
86639197
www.the-bluesky.com
One of the original expat bars to open in Nanjing, 
serving burgers, pizzas, plus Aussie meat pies 
and more. It is the only bar in Nanjing to serve 
Bundaburg Rum (Bundy). 

           Ellens Bar

�����������οઆࣽϜ
132-3 Guangzhou Lu
݄ᇤ੦ބ�������
83641119
�ొࡍר�ބ
����������
75 Dingjia Qiao
Laid back and relaxed atmosphere plus food & 
drinks at great value prices make this a favourite 
amongst the student crowd. 

����������6ZHGH�DQG�.UDXW 
����������ᄑᇗ༎Ҝ๗��
12 Nanxiucun ྶհބ��
86638798 
Features an impressive beer list, including 
German and Belgian labels, alongside a menu of 
traditional European foods and desserts. Take out 
and special holiday dinners are available.

          Eminence Cellar

����������མෆࣽࢪ��
Inside Wutaishan (oposite to Jin Inn),
Guanzhou Lu ݄ᇤ੦ĭฃเცӎ
66012088
High quality western restaurant offering organic food, 
breads baked on-site; a full cigar bar, private meeting 
rooms and a huge wine cellar .

          Soul Mate 
����������෴ໍٍ൜ྰཅҜ๗��
15-1 Nanxiucun, 
off Hankou Lu
ྶհ��९੦ݹࣕ॔����
83328418
Located in an old house very close to Nanjing 
University, Soul Mate serves French style pizzas, 
omelettes, mixed drinks, wines, and beers. Open 
from 11:30 am to 10 pm.

����������/D�7DEOH�GH�0U��(LIIHO 
����������Ϡുဘ��
83 Guangzhou Lu, near Qingliangshan Park 
݄ᇤ੦�ބ�ĭ॔ࣕ౪ਊ܌჻
83711900
Authentic French cuisine and wines by the glass, 
located in an old Chinese garden house.

Nightclubs

75(;
1912, 8 Changjiang Hou Jie 
ӑࢯ�ބ��౽ࢯ�� �ބ�
4008091912
New heavyweight on the 1912 scene, featuring 
VW\OLVK�LQWHULRU�GHVLJQ�DQG�D�ZDOO�RI�UHDO�VKDUNV��
And if you don't lock the bathroom door, people 
FDQ�VHH�LQ�

Mazzo

ઙ෴ࡅݛचҎ��
1912, 60 Taiping Bei Lu 
ฆТ੦�ބ�౽ࢯ�� �ބ�
84537399 / 84631912
Foreign Djs play Hip Hop, House, MashUp and 
Electro. Wednesday is Ladies Night, Thursday 
International Night.
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Jobs - Positions Vacant
 Native, Female tutor for two kids

In need for a Native, female tutor for two kids in Nanjing at their house. About 10 

minutes walk from Xinmo Fang Malu subway station. Twice aweek, two hours each 

time. Please this is a long term deal and not just for a short time.

Email: abualsuudrami@hotmail.com

Phone: 13512516618

For full advertisement text, visit: www.nanjingexpat.com

 Business Development and B2B positions - 1 Full Time, 
1 Part Time
TCC International is looking for two additional foreign staff:

A native Hindi speaker for contacting India, preferably available full-time

A native English speaker to call Europe/America, two full days a week (split) including 

one evening a week to ring the US/Canada.

-RHME��%�JYPP�XMQI��REXMZI�,MRHM�7TIEOIV���1YWX�EPWS�FI�¾YIRX�MR�[VMXXIR�ERH�WTSOIR�

English / Available preferably 0900 - 1800, Monday to Friday, certainly afternoons

Europe/America: Fluent English speaker / Additional languages (esp Portuguese) 

welcome but not necessary

To start, this position would be for two full days a week, that can be split as required, 

including one late evening/night a week to ring the US/Canada/etc. For example, 

a full day on Monday, Wednesday evening, Thursday afternoon. Actual hours can 

be discussed.

Both positions will pay a salary to be discussed based on availability, and a bonus 

based on the turnover of business attracted. Length of contract preferably 1 year 

QMRMQYQ��[MXL�XLI�½VWX�QSRXL�EW�E�XIWX�TIVMSH�

For further information please send your details and CV, which position you are 

interested in, and an introduction on why you would like this positon.

Email: tcc@tcc-china.com

Phone: 025 8657 2980

For full advertisement text, visit: www.nanjingexpat.com

 MATURE Kindergarten teacher for Australian Kinder-
garten up to 13,000 salaryfff 
Salary depends on experience and suitability and ranges from 9,000 - 13,000. No 

more than 25hrs per week with weekends always free. We are right by both Nanhu 

Lake and Mouchou Lake just 1 stop from Xinjeikou.

Superstar Kindy needs responsible, reliable, passionate, and mature - preferably fe-

male teachers who love kids and are willing to grow with their students as their own 

family for at least a year. 

All lesson plans are provided so all you need is to turn up and turn on your happy 

button! Handsome rewards and bonuses for those who are loyal to our school and 

give 100% to their children.

4SWMXMSRW�XS�FI�½PPIH�MQQIHMEXIP]�

Email: ami@SuperstarEnglish.com 

Phone: 15951938389

For full advertisement text, visit: www.nanjingexpat.com

>gj�\]lYad]\�af^gjeYlagf�YZgml�l`]k]�Yf\�eYfq�gl`]j�[dYkkaÚ]\�Y\k�Yf\�]n]flk�hd]Yk]�nakal�ooo&fYfbaf_]phYl&[ge
Advertisements are edited for the purposes of format and length only. Errors in spelling, grammar or punctuation are the responsibility of the author

 Nanjing needs English teacher with 10000 yuan
Teaching place: training school in jianye district, nanjing city, Jiangsu province

XIEGLMRK�XMQI����LSYVW��[MXL�SJ½GI�LSYVW�X[S�HE]W�SJJ�RSX�SR�[IIOIRH

Salary: 10000 yuan monthly / Visa: working visa covered / Beginning time: ASAP / 

Students age: 3-6 years old / accommodation subsidy: 1000-2000 yuan monthly 

/ airfare subsidy: 7000 yuan yearly / Needed: native English teacher or non-native 

teachers with great oral english

if you are interested in this one, please send the resume, a recent photo, copy of 

resume

Email: chinesejob001@163.com

For full advertisement text, visit: www.nanjingexpat.com

Jobseekers 
 Looking for economics job 

I’m a 26 years old male, recently graduated student with a major in economics with 

focus on china/chinese business culture. I’m currently staying in Nanjing for some 

months in order to search for a job or possible an internship. 

I’m from Sweden and my father is from germany, so i can speak swedish, german, 

english and also some chinese (one years of studies).

Don’t hesitate to contact me if you are interested to know more about me or want 

to look at my CV.

EMail: klasfelber@gmail.com

For full advertisement text, visit: www.nanjingexpat.com

Real Estate
 Apartment for Lease (3bed)

�¾SSV�RIEV�RERNMRK�YRMZIVWMX]�MRXIVREXMSREP�WXYHIRXW�GIRXIV��QMRW��0IEWI�XLMW�ETEVX-

ment at least for 1 year. Rent is 4,200

Email: bamboonju@163.com

Phone: 18761894572

For full advertisement text, visit: www.nanjingexpat.com

Wanted: A place to advertise items for sale, jobs vacant, 
services on offer, upcoming events or anything in between.
Visit: www.nanjingexpat.com 
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Dan Clarke is a lifecoach based in Nanjing. Find out more at www.lets-get-happy.com / Tel.: 13182847535

!e Reward
Yourself Jar
When you set yourself a tough goal; perhaps learning 
Chinese, dieting, exercise, studying for school, or working 
harder at a job; it can be di!cult to stay motivated. 

To this end I thought of a trick called the Reward Yourself 
Jar. You have likely seen something like this on tv shows; 
you may have even tried it yourself. You get a jar and every 
time you do something bad, such as swearing, you put some 
money into it. 

Well this is di"erent. 
Every time you do something good that 
furthers your goal you put money into 
the jar.

Let us assume you are learning Chinese by yourself. You 
plan on spending an hour each day writing Chinese char-
acters, and talking to a friend in Chinese for half an hour 
every evening. You can either put money in the jar for every 
half hour you spend studying, or put money in for every 
new word you learn.   

If you decide to lose weight by taking up 
running or biking, you can pay yourself 
for every kilometre you go, or for every 
10 to 15 minutes you exercise. 

How much money you put in depends on how much money 
you have. If you are well-a"oat #nancially, and only work 
at it once or twice a week, putting in ¥100 every time 
is reasonable. If you are a slightly less well-o$ student or 
teacher and work at your goal every day, ¥10 may be better. 

%e system is very "exible. Try it one way for a week or two 
and if you are putting too much or too little money into it, 
change it to better suit your needs. 

When the jar is full, or after a few weeks, you can take all 
the money out and do whatever you want with it. %is is 
your fun money; go and reward yourself for a job well done. 

However, if you do not work toward your goals, the money 
comes out of the jar. If you decide to skip your evening Chi-
nese lesson, you have to take some money out of the jar; 
about the same amount you would have put in.

If you have trouble getting motivated, 
this might help you. Give it a try and see 
how it works out.
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By Frank Hossack

The Nanjinger test drove the Kia Cadenza and Sorento at 
ބ�ఢӢ�:჻็ྣ੦ײᙃර��࣠܌պӢ၄Ⴝནڦි

Tel: 4001887171

We’ll wager most of the Korean people you know own 
a Kia. A slight generalisation perhaps but like all ste-
reotypes, therein lie more than a grain of truth. With 
our investigative hats cocked slightly on one side, off 
The Nanjinger went but little were we to know that we 
would soon be terrified for altogether different reasons 
than our headed into deepest darkest Jiangning.

All but three of our test drives for The Big End have 
started from Daming Lu, Nanjing’s answer to Detroit. 
Yet that is set to change as the motor city moves out to 
the suburbs, or in Nanjing’s case, what feels like half 
way to Hangzhou. For here is the new Nanjing Dongshan 
Auto 4S Park, behind which we find space. Lots of it. 
Space for crazy test drives and space for big dealer-
ships. Indeed, our Kia dealer therein is the largest im-
ported Kia dealership in the world, apparently on ac-
count that the owner wanted to secure the Kia contract, 

and figured having a huge 
shop would do the trick. 
It did.

Hollywood styles 
chase scenes make 
much of the Kia 
Cadenza’s capabil-
ity to safely and vir-
tually immediately change 
lanes at speed in the promo-
tional videos playing in the 
dealership; blissfully unaware 
were we that such scenes were 
about to be played out in real 
life, using as as the actors.

Into the imported Kia Cadenza we got, and were shortly 
after more than impressed with the phenomenally solid 
chassis as displayed by our over-confident salesman, 
first advising us to make sure our seat belts were fas-
tened securely and to lock down all loose objects, then 
literally throwing the car across all three lanes of the 
thankfully deserted roads, at 100 km/h.

We then swapped into the Sorento, Kia’s second larg-
est SUV; when not bouncing off the interior we noted 
the engine is virtually silent with no vibration detected. 
Rock solid suspension again; put two people sitting on 
the tailgate and the Sorento hardly subsides. Aestheti-
cally, the cars are also good lookers, in and out; a glance 
through not only the Cadenza and Sorento but also the 
entire imported Kia range reveals similar interior styl-
ing that is well thought through and consistent.

So the mystery has been solved, but we paid a price 
through our raised heartbeats and a possible shortening 
of our lifespans. But we do know that Koreans are into 
safety. And skid marks.






